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20. The horribly muNew York, Sept. 2(5. The Evening
Mary Money, a young Sun has a dispatch from Manila rewoman, was found In the Menstham porting a destructive typhoon In that
tunnel of the London & Southeastern city.
Native districts were swept
railway. A long veil was tightly wed- away, eight thousand persons are
ged In her mouth. The police are con- homeless and five Filipinos were killfident that the woman was murdered ed. Hurured of buV.d'ngs were unin the compartment of the train on roofed. Thousands of electric light
which she was travelling and the body wire? were '.!ovvn down filling the
wad thrown from the car. Miss Mo- streets with flames until the current

London, Sept.

waj tinned elf.

FLAMES EAT OUT THE
HEART OF SPOKANE
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 2(i. A disastrous fire this morning gutted three
brick buildings in the heart of the
wholesale and shipping district of this
city. The total loss approximates

THE DUCHESS HAD FALL
WHEN SHE WAS YOUNG
New York, Sept. 26. Dr. H.
Curtis, who yesterday perform
ed an operation on the Duchess of
Marlborough, formerly Miss Consuelo
Vanderbilt, said today that the operation was not for throat tronble as reported, but was performed to remove
a slight deafness that resulted from a
fall received by the duchess In her
youth.
Hol-broo- k

KEEP ISLE OF PINES SWEDISH PREMIER

WOOL MARKET CONTINUES

GOOD IN TERRITORIALS

two-third-

Boston, Mass., Sept. 2C. A moder
ate business activity is noticed in the
wool trade, with territory grades as
the center of activity.
Dealers have no difficulty In making
sales. Wools from Montana have felt
the demand to such an extent that
supplies are extremely small. Fleeces
are still in a very strong position.

Interest of Good Roads.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 20 The territorial good roads convention was
opened at the Duncan opera house
this morning. It was well attended
and nearly every county was represented by delegates. Many commercial organizations which are In sympathy with the good roa"ds movement,
have also sent delegates. There is a
strong sentiment iu favor of improving the system of highways In this
territory and a determined effort will
be made to interest the citizens in
general in the subject. Considerable
progress has been made during the
last few years and the reports of the
various county organizations are very
encouraging.

MUCH BUSINESS
BEFORE SECRETARY
Washington,

C, Sept.

2ti. Secrewill find plenty to
occupy him when he returns to Washington. Of course, the canal with its
D.

tary of War Taft

Ixmdon, Sept.

of the City of

rumors of stealings, factional fights
among members of the commission
and employes, mismanagement and
incompetence will take the leading
place.
Congressional
investigation' seems
hard to avoid, and for this, among
other matters, the secretary will have
a scant two months to prepare.
Free trade with the Philippines, the
Chinese boycott and the
law will also form important questions for fii' substance of reports to
be transmitted to congress.
In addition to all this, it is reported
that the secretary contemplates dealing rather severely with all officers
who have been dragged into the Tag-gascandal.

PUT THE GOVERNOR IN
A PECULIAR DILEMMA
Va., Sept. 2ii. The
Portsmouth,
state convention of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union opened
here this morning with a large attendance. It is a rather peculiar coincidence, that the State Liquor Dealers'
association also opened its annual
session here today. What made the
situation even more peculiar was that
ALFONSO IS DETERMINED TO
Mayor J. Davis Reed had been Invited
MARRY EDWARD'S NIECE. to welcome both organizations, which
New York. Sept. 2l!. It Is again placed him in a decidedlv embarrass
rumored, according to an American ing position.
lisp;itch 'pun .Madrid, that King Alfonso will marry and the wedding will COMPLICATIONS ADDED IN
be celebrated May 17, 19"0.
WESTERN LIFE INDEMNITY.
Chicago, Sept. 20. A complication
STANDAPD OIL PEOPLE
was addeil today to the lecal en
BUY TRACTION SECURITIES. langlcincnts of the Western Life In
Cleveland. Ohio, Sept. 26. The demnity c oinpany.
Federal Judge
Leader pays: The Standard Oil group Kohlsaat granted permission to Attor- of New York financiers has obtained new I lark
ainuni to file an Inter
coir rol ot t: action s curllies in Ohio vening petition for the appointment
and Indiana, with a par value of of a receiver for the company. AttorJMi.loo.nou, at a reported cash outlay ney Varnum told the court that he rep- of $:e,(iiMi,(hni
O'her transactions of resc nts claimants who have been una
a similar charvtt r are known to be ble to collect In the aggregate of $50,mid from tin- - company.
pending.
j

PETITION FOR MANDAMUS
This afternoon at 4 o'clock Judge
Ira A. Abbott announced his decision
In the case of Thomas S. Hubbell vs.
the district clerk on the petition for
r. andainus
to compel the clerk to
cease to iffoguize l'etfecto Armijo as
sheriff a. nl to again recognize Hub-beas tiie o Micer.
Th court quashed the writ for mandamus and its judgment goes on to
recite that the court is bound by the
decision in the Kldodt case and cans
not inter into the validity of the
action. 'I lint said Perfecto Armijo is prima facie sheriff and is entitled to the office, all processes Issu
d

gov-err'-

i

IS CONSIDERED

HEADS OF KINGLY RULERS
By

Porte Prodded by Six Powers-Austr- ian
ment in Uproar of Demonstration-Russi-

ing from said court, etc., although the
court does not recognize said Armijo
as the de facto officer. The recognition Is to stand until quo warranto
proceedings or until the cae is finally
se tled in a higher court.
The fuli text of the court's action
was not completed
this afternoon,
hence It cannot bo printed in The Citizen until tomorrow.
The court in its decision today has
not in any way entered into the mer- its of the case or the validity of the
irovernor s action, or doe.s the decision
have any bearing whatever on whether or not the charges against the parties in the suit are true.

Parlia-

Constantinople, Sept. 26. A collective note of the six powers has been
handed to the Porte declaring as unalterable their decision to assume international control of the finances of
Macedonia. There is increasing friction between the British embassy and
the Porte in consequence of delay in
payment of the indemnity to the owners of the British ship Dhous, which
was attacked In the Red sea.

"withdraw!" "resign!"
above The general din.

Which Hold
I
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being
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St. Petersburg, Sept.

20.

Following

a long and earnest debate concerning
the question of the resumption of

socialist-democrati-

PENNSYLVANIA EDITORS ARE

a

ARE

NEFDED

New York, Sept. 26. The National
met here today for a
two days' session iu which the immigration question will be thoroughly
considered. Nearly every state of the
Union is represented by delegates. In
his opening address Mr. Ralph M.
Easley, chairman of the national executive committee, pointed to the fact
that the demand in certain quarters
for a restriction of Immigration was
based upon a misunderstanding of existing conditions. He said that the
best interests of the country and its
development demanded rather an increase in immigration of the right
kind.
Mr. Easley referred to the statistics
given out by the New York Civic Federation which showed that not only
immigration did not Increase in proportion to the population, but also
that 95 per cent of the Immigrants
were desirable people. He said that
the chairman of the board of agriculture, recently appointed by Governor
Higgins, visited Ellis Island a short
time ago and told Immigration Commissioner Watchorn that in New
York state alone there are about
farms lying Idle for the want of
people to cultivate
Similar
them.
conditions exist in most of the eastern and southern states und to a much
higher degree in the eastern states.
The latest statistics from the Immigration department show that during
the last year the number of Italians
who left tho United States exceeded
by eight thousand those who came
here.
An effort will bo made In this convention to agree on some method of
promoting the immigration of desira-hlpersons and, at the same time, to
exclude those who are not desirable
for some reason.

work, the students of the St. Peters
burg university decided today by a
large majority to resume their studies, "because an open university will
be more dangerous to Imperialism
than a university on a strike." No
SOCIAL DEMOCRATS SHOW
voice was raised in favor of the gov'
INDIGNATION FOR PREMIER. ernment.
were
All of the speakers
Vienna, Sept. 20. When the lower united in the idea that the present
house assembled today the opening concessions are unsatisfactory.
moments were marked by a tumultous
c
demonstration MORE BOMB THROWING IN
DOMINIONS OF WHITE CZAR
against the premier, Baron Gautsch
Von Frankenthurn, who has Incurred
St. Petersburg. Sept. 20. Chief of
the wrath of the social democrats by Police Ivanoff, three policemen and
his attitude on the question of elec- three women were severely wounded
toral reform. He advises the emperor today by the explosion of a bomb
to refuse consent to the Introduction thrown near the town gardenB of
of universal suffrage in Hungary. The Kovno, Northwest Russia. The per
uproar lasted some time, shouts of son who threw the bomb escaped.

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 20. The llotei t
Schcnley, the headquarters of the
Pennsylvania State Editorial association, was crowded all morning with
members of the Pennsylvania State
Editorial association, who came here
to attend the annual convention which
The,
will open heie this afternoon.
most complete arrangements for the;
reception of the visiting members has
been made. Upon arriving the outside members were received at the
station by special committees and escorted to their respective hotels and
thence to tue Hotel Schenley, where
they registered and became acquainted with each other. This afternoon
there will be a reception at the Hotel
Schenley, upon which occasion Mayor
Hays will deliver an address of welcome.
Immediately after the reception the members will take a trolley
rid3 through the entire industrial section of tue city. For this evening vis-It- s
plant, the exto the
position, or Luna paik, are oa the program.
Tomorrow morning the assoclatl n
will hold another meeting, while the
ladies accompanying the editors will
be the guests of the Woman's Press
dub on an automobile ride through
the parks. Towards noon they will
stop at the Heinz plant whie they
In
will be entertained at lunch'oii
the afternoon the editors and their
ladies will take a trip on the Mouon-gahclriver on the steamer islaul
Queen. They will go as far as Elizabeth and on the return trip at Homestead, where they will take "he trolley cars for their respective hotel.;.
In the evening there will l,e a banqi.et
at the Schenley hotel. Congressman
James Francis Burke will be toastmas-te- r
at the banquet and John II. Jones
and James W. Wandrop will respond
to toasts. It is expected that Mayor
Weaver of I nlladelphia and the Hon.

IMMIGRANTS

Civic Federation

NOT A VOICE WAS RAISED
IN FAVOR OF GOVERNMENT.

HAVING VERY

National Civic Federation,
Some Members of

an

Students Boldly Outspoken.

Ward-Macke-

JUDGE ABBOTT OVERRULES

AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE

IMMIGRATION

CROWNS NOT RESTING EASY ON

anti-cantee-

rt

WILLIAM

20.

DIVIDEND

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 26. With 150
delegates present, representing the
armies and navies of Japan, China,
Mexico, Great Britain, France, tie
United States and the national guard
of many states in this country, the
fourteenth annual meeting of the Association of Military Suigeons of the
United States opened hpre today.
The report from the legislation committee endorsed the army bill, which
provides for increasing the number o
medical officers In the army and for the
establishment of a medical reserve.
Major Jeff ei son Randolph Keen,
United States Army, of Washington,
I). C, was announced as the winner
of the Seaman prize of $500 for the
best essay on "Prevention of disease
in the army, and the best methods of
accomplishing that result."

The corporation

lxndon today

DECLARES

unanim-

ously resolved to confer the freedom
of the city on General Booth, of the
Salvation Army, In "recognition of his
great work for the moral and social
elevation of the people."
NEW FOUNDLANO DECIDES
FOR STATE OWNERSHIP.
M. WITTE WILL CONFAB
London. Sept. 20. Sir Robert Bond,
WITH GERMAN EMPEROR premier
of New Foundland, has comGross Rominten, Prussia, Sept. 20
for the issue of
M Witte arrived hare today and was pleted arrangements
loan of $2.0(M),OWl, to bo paid R. C
taken in a closed ante mobile to Em- aReid
for the New Foundland telegraph
peror William's tinrng ground.
lines.
A Regimental Reunion.
DIVIDEND IS DECLARED
Conlesklll ,N .Y., Sept. 20. The surOF A DOLLAR AND A QUARTER.
viving members o In 134th regiment
York, Sept. 20. The director
New York volunteers,
are holding of New
the Anaconda Copper company dethslr annual tec.nlon here today. The clared
a dividend of $1.25 a share tomanagement of tire county fair, which
The last previous dividend was
in progress here just now, has day.
seventy-fiv- e
cents a share, declared,
.ranted to the veterans the freedom
or the grounds and 1ms made special last April.
arrangements fcr their entertainment.
The veterans met this morning at the W. A. HAWKINS INTERESTS
Hotel Auguslln and marched to the
CENTER IN EL PASO
fair grounds, uccomranled by the Albany band. Srcrtly before noon they
hfld a meeting on the grounds and
El Paso attorneys were somewhat
listened to several addresses. After surprised
upon reading the Times' teldinner at the Hotel Augustln the vet- egram
from Albuquerque announcing
erans held a business meeting and the
the election of W. A. Hawkins, of the
rest of the afternoon will be devoted law
firm of Hawkins & Franklin, to
to recreation.
the presidency of the New Mexico Bar
association, as they had to some exCHINESE CHILDREN
tent come to think of that gentleman,
as a resident of El Paso. The Times
VISIT PORTLAND has always enojyed the Intimate
friendship of Mr. Hawkins. In fact,
Portland,
Ore., Sept. 26. When he was the city editor of the Timee
Chun Chow Too camo to the Lewis and away back In the strenuous days of
Clark exposition with a group of Chi- El Paso, consequently this paper felt
nese children from Seattle, the girl no hesitancy in asking him for a stateautomaton In the manufactures build- ment as to his place of - residence, and
ing, with the rubber neck three feet received this answer:
"I am, of course, a citizen of New
long,
rubbered" and grinned with
more than her usual spirit. Chun Mexico and have been for twenty
Chow Too is a Chinese lad who under- years and more and my residence ha
there. For many years,
stands "Mellcan" as well as Chinese. always been
He is a tutor in a school of Instruction however, I have been connected with
for Chinese children at Seattle, estab- the legal department of corporation
lished through the generosity and centering In El Paso, but engaged In
patriotism of Chun Chlng Hock, a mer- building up the material resources of
chant of that city. Mr. Hock or per- New Mexico, rendering it necessary
haps It should be Mr. Chun saw for me to be here a gieat deal of my
growing up around him a colony of time. El Paso is the natural center
Chinese children who were learning for all of southern New Mexico, whera
more English than Chinese, and he I have always lived." El Paso Times.
felt that they should bo Instructed In
Knights of the Mystic Chain.
the language and history of their fathParsons, W. Va., Sept. 20. Several
ers' country. Chun Chow Too, being
an apt student, and eager to impart! hundred members of the Knights of
his Knowledge, was engaged as tutor. the Mystic Chain are assembled here
The Chinese merchant conceived the to atten tho annual meeting of the
Idea that the boys and girls with the' Select Castle, which opens here toThe order is comparatively
eiKiails should be sent to the exposi-- j day.
tion to study thoroughly the various young and has only about thirty
exhibits, and their young tutor was lodges. It is a fraternal organization
rapidly increassent along to guide them through the and It.". mcinberEh'u
mazes. Mr. Chun came along also, and ing. One of the mot important matIn the party were his wife and four ters that will como up for considerachildren. Likewise camo Chun Wing, tion U an amendment to the constituArk Wing, and nil the other little tion In le&nrd to the leicapita tax.
Chinese pupils In Too's school. They
spent alioiit ten days iu looking about
Baracas and Philatheai.
the buildings, and gave the "Trail"
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 20. The naIna wide berth, as they were after
tional convention of the Haracas and
formation instead of fun. The chil- the Philatheas opened here today.
dren attracted much attention, but
President Hudson called the conthey diil not permit this to detract vention to order and announced that
Lorn the purpose of their visit. They a committee, consisting of F. P. Hofftook notes In their guileless, oriental man, Albany: II. U. Webb, Syracuse;
way, and went back to Seattle much th Rev. J. F. Watts, Louisville, Ky.;
learned in American industries, occu- the Rev. J. A Hainer, Providence, R.
pations and products.
I., and the Rev- - F. R. Morris, of
Vt., had been appointed to
St. Louis Wool.
nominate the national officers for the
St. Imis, Mo., Sept. 20. Wool mar- coming year. Tho convention will last
ket steady, unchanged.
two days.
1

AT A C11ICACO BANQUET, WM. J. BRYAN WAS FORMALLY LAUNCHED
PRESIDENCY IN 1908. News Item.

LAYS

TREATY BEFORE STORTHING
Christian. Sept. 2fi. Premier
today laid before the storthing a draft of the treaty providing for
the dissolution of the union between
Norway and Sweden. It was decided
to submit the treaty to a special committee.

Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 2fi. Captain
J. L. Pearcy, of this city, has Just returned from a stay of several months
in the Isle of Pines, which under a
treaty now pending before the senate,
it is proposed to cede to the Cuban
republic.
This course. Captain Pearcy Bays,
is violently opposed by the American
residents of the Island who have put
their money In Pine Island, own pracs
tically all of it, and form at least
of the population. The American residents will ask for a hearing
before the senate committee in advance of any report on the treaty. In
the meantime the secretary of state Is
asked to withdraw the treaty.
Captain Percy says the Isle of Pines
Is the greatest natural winter resort
la the world. The waters of Rosario
spn.igs, he declares, are unrivaled.
While not well known they are said
to possess most remarkable curative
properties.

SEE

FOR GREAT WORK DONE
MORALLY AND STOICALLY

JjIMI.OllO.

The heaviest losers are Hooth,
Co., wholesale grocers, the
Cudahy Packing company, C. H.
Weeks, C. P. Thomas and Robbins,
Pratt & Robbins' furniture store.
The fire started in the Cudahy buildRAMSEY AND GOULD ARE
ing and spread quickly to the Weeks
STILL IN CONFLICT. building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 2ti. Application for the appointment of a receiver ELEVEN THOUSAND TROOPS
for the community of interests known
ARRIVE WITH ARTILLERY
as the Little Kanawha Syndicate, an
Baku, Caucasia, Sept. 20. Reinorganization controlling coal
lanr.s forcements totaling 1T.O00, with three
and railway interests in West Virginia batteries of artillery, reached this
was tiled in the United States circuit city. The governor Issued an order
court today. At the head of the syn- forbidding the troops, under any cirdicate are George J. Gould, Joseph cumstances, to fire on the houses ocRamsey, Jr., and William F. Ouy, of cupied by foreign consuls.
St. I,ouis.
The proprietors of naptha wells and
refineries have been ordered under
pain of arrest to pav all arrears of
SHALL UNCLE SAM
wages due their employes.

TO

Tulsa, I. T., Sept. 20 "Meteor," the
fast passenger train on the St. Louis
& San Francisco road, bound for St.
Louis, was wrecked iast night near
Catoosa, tweuty miles east of Tulsa.
Four coaches jumped the track and
were demolished.
Nobody was seriously hurt. The St.
Louis train is followed closely by the
"Meteor," from Kansas City, another
fast train and the collision lwtween
the two was barely averted, the second train being stopped within a
short distance of the wreck.

tilated body of

ney left home Sunday evening, saying
she would not he gone long.

GOES

t)

GAY OLD TIME

Charles Emory Smith will also attend
the banquet and will deliver short
addresses.
SPENT FORTUNE AND
THEN KILLS HIMSELF.
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 20. George
Fawn, formerly a Phoenix sausage
maker, but lately of Douglas, Ariz.,
committed suicide near this city by
throwing himself before a fast moving train on the Maricopa & Phoenix
railroad. He started to walk from
Tempe to Phoenix, but before leaving the former town, remarked that
he would as soon be dead as alive.
When he had walked a few miles
he met a passenger train, whose crew
saw that he beheld the train. He
stood by the track until the train was
very close, and then threw himself In
front of It. He was struck on the
head, and died just as the train, which
stopped and picked up his body, pulled
into Tempe.
Fawn came to this city from California. Iter, he inherited a fortune.
It Is believed that he spent all of this
money and desondency over his condition caused the rash act.

e

Hen-ningto-n,

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN
TEMPERANCE

UNION

Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 20. The annual provincial convention of tho W.
C. T. U. opened here this morning
with a largo attendance, representing
every local union in the province. The
convention is held In the school rooms
of the St. Andrews church and will
last three days.
Mrs. Gordon Grant, of Victoria, the
president of the provincial organizaScranton, Pa., Sept. 20. Th? annual
tion, occupied the chair at the open- convention of the Medical Society of
ing meeting and dolivered her usual
Pennsylvania opened heie at the Y. M.
annual address.
a
C. A. building this morning with
session of the board of trustees. After
a short session of the hoard the convention was called to order by the
president, Hr. Adolph Koenlg. lr.
Daniel A. Capwell, president of the
Lackawanna County Medical society,
welcomed the visiting members, and
Dr. (iilbert D. Murray, chairman of
tho committee on an angemeiits, suborders against opening tho pipe, mitted the program for the convenclaiming that it would f.ood the entire tion. In the afternoon papers will be
system with river water and endan read by Dr. Alfred Hand, r Philager public health.
Health Olllcer delphia, Dr. Reed Hums, Dr. D. A.
and
Max Staehle was Injured by being Capwell, Dr. J. M. Wuiuwright
struck In the face with a heavy iron Dr. John Price.
The attendance is unusually iargf,
bar.
Alderman l.orengeu was also beat- and includes many of the most distinguished members of tho medical,
en.
The riot was the culmination of a profession of this ami other states.
fight that started with the election Among them are Dr. John II. lvaver,
of Mayor Stolz on a platform of city Hti authority on appendicitis; Dr. John
It. Musser, of the University of Penn
ownership of the water works.

MEDICINE MEN OF THE OLD
KEYSTONE STATE CONVENE

RIOT AND ROW RESULTS FROM

WATER COMPANY'S ACTION
Maultowac, Wis., Sept. 20. At attempt of the Manitowac Water Works
company to open a river intake pipe
during a test of the plant yesterday,
precipitated a riot, in which the citizens offered armed resilience. Mayor
Siolz, who is charged with having
been responsible, indirectly, for the
move made by the company, was
and
by some bystanders
knocked down.
The city hull officials had issued

i

I

sylvania; Dr. W. W. Keene, Dr. John
11. Roberts, Or. Charles F. Palner, of
Itoston, Mass., Dr. John 1). Murphy,
professor of surgery, Northwestern
university, Chicago; Dr. George N.
t'ryle, profWsor of clinical surgery.
Western Reserve university. Cleveland, Ohio; lr. Charles (i. Stockton,
professor of practice of medicine. University of ltuffalo; Dr. Joseph ). lilood-gooprofessor of surgery, Johns lion-Kiuniversity, Ualtimore, Mil.; Dr.
F. H. Curtis, chief surgeon
of St.
Luke's and liellevue hospitals, New
York city; Dr. J. F.mniett Molt, professor of diseases of children, Columbia university, New York city.
Besides the regular sessions la
which papers of Interest will be read,
there will be clinics and special meetings for the consideration of various
matters of a specific character.
A
number of social events have been arranged for the entertainment of th
visiting members. One evening will
be spent at the Lyceum,
where a
special performance will be given.
d,

ns
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PAGE TWO
Kay. rope; Frank Wood, forgery; Felix Torres, larceny: I'miu'lsco Aldar-aassault tr Kill ami burglary.
Rosa Ma. In Homer.) ami Francisco
Ontcrvcrits were adjudged to be of
unsound mind nnd were ordered com-- :
t)... Ii.
at Ifw
f..ftt...l

THE EVENING CITIZEN

,

.

i

riblUhttf

the Citizen

Daily
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Publishing Company

KVKN1XO

ELKS AT SANTA FE
WILL HAVE BIG TIME.
'onuiieiieinit Monday. O. tidier nd,
Santa Fe Indue. No. Ii'.ii, order r Klks,
CUNI0N1
will be mm a in evidence in that city.
On that day l In: Huiiar of Nations
will lie formally opened in the Ids
Lincoln nveime, and will conOfHolol Paper of Bernalillo Count) tent ontiming
tinue
the following two weeks.
The various committees have lieen
taMaditaa1 "ran Aftarneon DUpalchw.
mml at work for the past three weeks
LarfMt City tni County OcuiitiMi.
or more and the results attained have
TH Urgli Nmr Mwlco OrailiWoa.
been beyond the expectations of the
largait Northern Arizona Circulation
lodge. Donations have been very liberal and the various booths will be
TIWMI OF subscription:
well supplied with
pretty and
VttSr fcf mafl. ana raar in aivanoa
ts.oc useful objects. The vot ing contest for
jr. the most popular lady of that city is
pOr h mall, en montk .:
., tOC
Increasing in Interest each day.
WiT kr aj.ll. an raar

GIANT TRUST IN JERSEY
STARTED TO ELECT LEGISLATURE
WHICH WILL
OVERTURN LAWS THAT MADE STATE A CHL-LPr TRUSTS-EDWA- RD
COLBY, BANKER AND WALL STREET
MAN.
MAKES
HIS CAMPAIGN ON THE PLATFORM ATTACK S SPECIFICALLY
THE GREAT PENNSYLVANIA CORPORATION
NEW
JERSEY
MAY RID ITSELF OF CORPORATION DOMINAUCN.

BIG MOVEMENT

limtlsiu.

Thomas Moure,
past few days,
home in Santa
pects to return
this evening.

will aanfar a favor kr nattfrn
alr aa an
of tha paaar.
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PUBMaawo Compact. Drafta,
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ATTORNEY

N. M.
in (.
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V

Albuquerque,

T-LAW.

Office, Klrsi

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

v,.

national Bank

build- -

A'

it

y.

fr

,

g,

t.

ex-

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N.

Walling-

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

n

v?i

AIMUEBOUE.

PROPER

DP0.1TOR.tJV!SJY

H.

M.

COM0DAT,0N

AND

CAPITAL, $150,000.00

-

Barnett building,
Hoth phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

;

.j.

AND UNSURPA8SED

EXTENDS TO

ARCHITECTS.

Paso home

y.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
FACILITIES

W. Uobaon.
Office
ATTORNEY
Crom
block, A bit jerque. N. M
John H. 8tlngie.
ATTORN
Bulte 1, N. T.
Armljo building, Albuquerque. N. M.
well

to her

Moore

$100,000

M. Bond.

atreet, N.
lamia,
patents, copyrights, carlata, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claim
R. w. D. Bryan.
ATTORN

BREVITIES

Civil enslneerinK, Biirveylng and
drafting. 603 South Third street.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

MAY

EDWARD

by

FOR MURDER.

BASE

BALL

TERM

The trial of Lee Danley In the
Kfth judicial district court for Eddy
county at Carlsbad last week, re-

ILLUSTRATED

sulted in the defendant being acquitted, the jury bringing in a verdict of
not guilty. Danley was charged with
the murder of Tom Harris, his brother-in-law,
at. Rocky Arroyo, twenty-thre- e
miles from Carlsbad, on December 19, 1904. The case came up at
the March term of the Fifth judicial
district court for Eddy county, and resulted in a mistrial, the Jury failing
to agree.
THE WATER THAT FAILED
MADE FIRE A SUCCESS.
Some time ago the people of Lords-burpaid for putting in considerable
pipe line In town, and bought a good
deal of hose, with an arrangemnt
with the Southern Pacific company,
by which the pipe was connected wlfn
the pump at the round house, which
was to be always in commission and
connected with a boiler that always
bad steam up. The first serious fire
since the plant was established found
t'ne pump out of commission, says the
Uberal. If the pump had been able
to throw a good stream of water the
chances are that the depot would have
been saved Wednesday morning.

solomon luna

BALDRIDGE

DEPOSITORY

A. M. BLACKWELL

r..

gIorge arnot
O. E.

CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

unfairness never gains anything.
gains have no sweetness. In
the game of base ball a man learns
with the lessons of everyday life.
Every man should be generous. Base
Many men
ball teaches generosity.
are religious when it is no detriment
to their business. Many men throw off
Christianity as we do our night robes
upon arising.
Religion is an aid to
good ball playing, and good ball playing- helps religion.
The majority of
those who play ball are good men and
gentlemen."

CHANGE OF CLERKSHIP
IN CLAYTON POSTOFFICE.
Howard Patton, who had been chief
clerk in the postoffice at Clayton for
three or four months, returned to his
nonie at Woodward last Sunday. Mr.
Patton, while there, made a large number of friends, who were ertpverl nt
his departure.
He will resume the
practice of law, which profession he
naa lonowed heretofore. Joe Warns-le- y
accepted the position caused 'by
the resignation of Patton.
SECOND TRIAL CLEARS

wm. Mcintosh

C- -

AND HU1 1. DEt- tcheerfully
urnipnen; jnn worn aoiirteil. Automatic
nhnne 724: nhon 011 Jorth Qonn
Albuquerque, N. M.

will get 2."ii.
In a reei nt address before the New
York Y. M. ('. A.. David L. Fultz, cen
ter fielder of the New York American
League base ball team, delivered the
following aphorisms of the game
"The ball player who achieves victory

I

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.

SANTA FE RAILWAY

titp Tnpprvni..vT
Estimates"

The division of receipts of the
world's championship series has been
decided. Ten per cent of the gross
will go to the national commission,
40 per cent of the balance goea to
the two teams. The winning team
gets 75 per cent and the losers 25 per
cent of the 40 per cent. The balance
of the receipts Is to be divided equally
between the two clubs participating.
Estimating the receipts at $jii,OO0, it
is figured that the members of the
winning team will receive $750 eacn
for his week's work, while the losers

SECURE A r.RFAMCDv
The chances are good for the es- lannsnment of a creamery at Sauz,
Mora county, within a few months!
V. F. James of the Littleton. Colo.,
creamery company was in that town
for several davs
possibilities for such an enterprise.
aon nas decided that it can be successfully conducted, lie has already been
assured of the milk from one hundred
and eighty cows.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

A. L, Morgan.

lows.

Ros-we-

M.

D. F. MACROLLINQ,

against base ball management which,
If sustained, would nave been a lasting black eye against the fairness of
the spofT. As the charges were not
sustained, Phyle Is paying the penalty
for talking too much.
For the first time In Its base ball
career, Kansas City suported a tall
end team this year.
The Cowlxjys
lost more games than any team in the
country 102 going to the other fel-

TOPICS

DANLEY

Capital and Surplus

M.

W., Washington,

As a matter of fact Hilly Phyle isn't
entitled to much sympathy in his present predicament.
He made charges

THE END OF FAIRS HAS
NOT YET BEEN REACHED.
The fair at Las Vegas is in activity.
Colfax county will hold a fair In
Springer in the first week in October,
and the Pecos River section, in southeastern New Mexico, another at
.during the second week in
MORA COUNTY

101

TT.:

46-4-

SPORTING

Bell 15.

TERRITORIAL

Mrs.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

made

T-LAW.

has returned
Fe.

Appolntmenta

OttlP.

for them.

to her

402.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
Prompt attention Riven to all
bublnesa pertaining to the profeaiilon.
Will practice In ai! court of the territory and before the United rttatea lard

Mrs. R. II. Howler, a sister of Mrs.
anil who was here the

Rates Made Known 01 Application

p. m. Telephone
to? mall.

Montezuma Trust Co.

ATl'ORNKI-AT-LA-

lonn's Regulels operate easily, tone
th. the
istoninch, cure constipation, 25c.
Ask your druggist

BANK INSTITUTIONS

E. KRAFT.

Dental 8urgeen.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Qolden Rule Dry (.foods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J, Alger, O. L S.
No. 3o6 Kallrond avenue)
Office hour
:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t

N.

Harsh physics react, weaken the
by Carrier, 60c per month
bowels, cause chronic constipation.
atvanma CltltlK will ba daHTaraa1 la
(Mr at tha low rata of 20 car, (a par waak. or for ff
waw) aar Booth, whan paid monthly.

J.

LAWYERS.

tth

Tn

'

CARDS

DENTISTS.
DR.

anr

oe

TUESDAY tCDT

PROFESSIONAL

ARISES AGAINST

A DAVID

Vegas.

at Paatomaa far tnuiamlaaioa thrauch th
Mh u aarana1 tlaaa matter.

CIT1ZRN

Newark, N. J., Sept. 2( A blow has
betn struck at the toot Wiilcli locks
th c;:idle of the trusts.
Everett Colby, a wealthy young
banker, doing business in Wall street
and living in this city, is the nominee
from this district for state senator.
His fight is being made upon a platform which promises, in the event of
his election, limited franchises and
what he calls the abolition of corporation control of legislation.
He is attacking specifically the
great Pennsylvania rai road corporation. He points out. that this railroad
enjoys privileges under state laws
which are unequal with those of the
small taxpayer.
He says that an evil exists. Railroads pay $5 per thousand taxes; the
man who owns his home pays $22 a
thousand. Colby says this is wrong
and in the Baying establishes hlmse.f
a a new type of human pecimen in
Jersey politics.
Colby Is doing his electioneering
now.
His enemies point to his place
in Wall street and say he is only talking.

He is, however, the most interesting political character in New Jersey
today. Upon that ground I paid him
a visit at his magnificent estate, near
Seabrlght. My object was to find if
he did, in truth, promise any genuine
attack upon the corporation laws of
New Jersey.
Under these, as the
world knows, the mnkers of trusts, for
the payment of an incorporation fee
of a tenth of 1 per cent, can obtain
charters upon oceans of watered
stock, laws which countenance "dummy" directors and all of the various
other underhand Invasions of the spirit, of honestv in commerce and Industry which the trusts operating under
the statutes of this state have indulged In with Impunity since the era
of vast combinations.
Colby is a young man, vigorous in
manner and quick of thought. He was
playing a stiff game of tennis when I

pv

SUFFERERS

HYOMEI GUARANTEED TO CURE.
BY J. H. O'RIELLY & CO., OR
MONEY REFUNDED.

e'O,

The popularity and Increase In the
sales of Hyomel are unique in the annals of medicine. Such astonishing
"A COMMANDING LEAD."
cures have been made by this remedy
It was a blow on the head received
that the proprietors have authorized
while playing base ball that killed J.
H. O'Rielly & Co., to Bell every
William H. Taylor, formerly of Pitts- package
of Hyomel under an absolute
As mayor of the death-housPatburg, and later of Little Rock, and not
guarantee that it will cure catarrh. If rick must settle all disputes. All matdelirium tremens, as was at first an- it does not,
the purchaser can have ters of death-housetiquette are renounced.
his money refunded by J. II. O'Rielly ferred to him. His word is law. If,
BIG WATERMELON SHOWN
As
a
youngin
"wonder"
handling
& Co.
IN DALHART, TEXAS.
for Instance, one of the Inmates wants
sters, Jimmie Collins can point to
The complete Hyomel outfit costs to play checkers, it requires the
S. H. Friday brought to W. D. WagStone,
Alrock and Jake Stahl.
but $1, and consists of an inhaler
consent of all the other inner's office for exhibition, the largest
That's a pretty race for batting hon- that can be carried In the vest pocket, mates for the game to proceed. For
watermelon ever seen in Dalhart. It
was a round black melon and tipped ors between Keeler and Stone. The a medicine dropper and a bottle of Hy- the only way that the condemned men
can play the game is by calling off the
the scales at SI pounds. Mr. Friday wise ones are getting tickets on omel. The inhaler lasts a lifetime,
and If one bottle does not cure, an ex- figure and the moves on the board
raised three large melons on one vine; Keeler.
New York, Pittsburg, Chicago, Cin- tra lxittle of Hyomel can be obtained which each man has In bis cell.
the first one was the premium melon cinnati,
Boston ami St. Ixiuis have for 50 cents. It is the most economt the fair, weighing ;) pounds. The
This is Patrick's third term as
for mayor of the death-house- .
second he cut last Sunday; it weighed triple plays in the National this sea-- ' ical of all remedies advertised
Two months
the cure of catarrh, and is the only ago. when the court of appeals fixed
75 pounds, and furnished more than son.
fourteen people could eat. There are is Wiley, the new half back at Yale, one that follows nature in her mei'ii-od- s bis day of execution for the week
considered E!i find of the year.
of treating diseases of the res- comnieneii.g August 7. Patric k's term
still thiee smaller melons on the vine.
as mayor of the death-housSuch melons as these show the quality HillWanted Big men. Apply to Coach piratory organs.
bad exHeed, Cambridge, Mass.
for pired. Th. re was talk about
Breathe through the Inhaler
of the Pauhandle soil, and the monllanlon and Aurelia llcrrcra a few minutes four times a day, and
ster melon should be sent to t'ne Dallas willEddie
him then, but Patrick said be was
Uix at Los Angeles, October 17.
your catarrh is cured. That's all.
too busy preparing his own case for
utate fair.
llegewi.se h, 111., is to
If not cured, J. 11. O'Rielly & Co. a further hearing In fore the court of
from
'the map again. The Nelson familv will refund your money.
FILLING INSTITUTIONS
appeals. The other inmates of the
move,
ba and baggage, to CaliWITH CONVICTS. will
gloomy place Insisted, however, that
Ne!s.,n
went to CaliAttacked by a Mob.
Besides the penitentiary sentences fornia. Old man
there should be no election held and
Hauling ba"l",
y Judge fornia to
and brat en. In a labor riot, until cov- that Pal rick shou:d be Considered a
which were pronounced
for the tiiM nine that such a ered w 1th sores, a Chicago street car holdover. Patrick
Frank W. Parker at the fall term of
agreed to ill's.
the Third Judicial district eouit for state was on the map, ami at once de- conductor applied Bucklen s Arnica
Patrick's application for a r. bearGrant county at Silver City hist week, cided to send lor the icM of the fam- Salve, and was soon sound and well. ing Ik fore the court of appeals has
ily to come on.
"I use It In my family," writes O. J. acted as a slay of execution, and his
the following criminal cases were
'The Peter Maher-.lacWilliams bout Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find fellow convicls
of: Ftdix Valencia, unlawfully
him
have
assaulting a dwelling, $loo fine and a at Chester, Pa., was called oil. The It perfect " Simply great for cuts and for anotjuir year. Denver
wagon
gone
on burns. Only 25 cents at all druggists.
had
thirty days' Jail sentence; Manuel driver of the dead
Juare, petty l.ireenv, thirty days in a strike. Yes? No?
If Battling Nt lson bebls firm in his
jail; Alexander I.ellau, assault and
battery, bind Ij'i and costs; the ap- declared Intention of drawing the
,
color line, is claim to iho lightweight
peal of the territory vs. Felix
was dismissed tit the cost of the championship will always be clou led
H !''!
int'- trie world snuuld
prect ied by a
aratioo on
were by the dusky figure of Joe (laps, one
tenitorv; the following ca.-e-s
t t
j
wtmun who expcM to Lat'iotiit a mot
o. it as a
dismis.-c- d
of itie ( lev. rest n, n thai ever Mood
with leave to reinstate
,.vx rn ti.i:
; Ler duty to her
b,! is to u
a.i i to hfii-r, i v. ;i in
ovi r a fallen advfsary in the padded
l al.y cannot
ii
Wulier Newman, murder; Alfred
his
aid
to
into
t!.f
woiii
fhtiance
ofi
arena. Ii is all fooli.s'hiiess for the
in t In orucil ttit?re!ure mother must
lie h a hard t nnu.i tin't
ii.j an v,i 1,
let u tt i.: We hi coming p.iv.
Ill hi., it m ..:t.
drawing the
Dane to declare that
W'juM
t.t nKiini'T ut I.i con in
I)
or
hiyou
ur th.M a ti.(
f
w
ill not affect his record.
ruler lino
u h.iv- - bin a lower
but
trot n ' n
ittriigth
was in the
When
Bob
Fiisimmons
w
uvv
Ms
;
t.r.R
th. i'lren a tan out surgeon in
Post Sugar
eniih of his ring cai.er he did not
i)f little j.fit
k to tt.e cui
drlurmcd Ly
t
draw the olor Hue. Ail light. r burktjiith , do not allow your iM.d lo be h.r a Lf.J j.io.
is one of the most
ed alil.e to the Ireckbd (Vriiislmiau.
' In
Delicate Sweets in Food.
i.r.ier i.i I.1 champion in any
Cass," ..aid '!'. " a f:g!i' r must
l.u ih'nk they have
meet all tin- men
Try
to g. t the ti'ie away from
'a (Inn
It a liniment ahich "ill lorrvaU jr.v r.t. ihitt I nf accident a
him-- - it is of no moment wh'-'hnun.it H'Uc!f and tisturj,
birlh II. jl it, it iUxei aM i. r tin y
Grape-Nutthe u
i
peoi.it
iin e.nv ia- n u, i,.,-- i.iUl It ce
are black, or white, or jellow." Fit.
an, ai.J o aHihtt lutice U;..l wl.cn balv ron.ei l.e t ti
very point. 'y declares that when Ihe
t
Latt
b'.e
lite
ei.
mt in l.lrmihi conn. tut: ii
lo ri
aspiring pug is fighting bis way up-- i
' ll. ll.ii.tuil
fcl. I 11
m M.h.X) Wi
mi II. to Mr' ..
ward he giv.s no thought to the color
for Breakfast
knit d
t ril every
h l.e't
t ,.
line, lie finhts aiiy'lMiig and eer-8
due d...l.u l the pi o r , dr:., num. Sand far aw
book od " MuiiiaihoO'i " It u low.
tiling, above him, in his wiight, in
You'll
Know!
H
the hope of edging a lit;!.'
ar. r to
Co.
Drad field
the top.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
pathy.
All
successfully
diseases
treated.
Offlice
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundavs by appointment.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Horaeopathlo Physician.
Room 12.
Whiting Block.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYXOLDS
tV, W. FLOURNOY
JR.ANt,Kt,C5EE
A- -

'"O&T

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clair
voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 2 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
ivionaay, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Fronts
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

The State

DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building, East Railroad ave
nue.
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Teacher of Piano.
Commercial Club building, Albuquer
que, after September 24.
ASSAYERS.

CORBET

&

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

II. F. RAYXOLDS

CLAIRVOYANT.

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa

Fe--

Railway

Company

National Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

COLLINS.

Civil and Mining Engineers.

United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

O. X. MARROX, President.
J. B. HERXDOX, Cashier.

0
D. A. McPHERSOX, Vice President.
ROY McDOXALD, Assistant Cashier.

yoooocciooocococxxxxxxxxxx)

WELCOME

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
Colo. 'Phone, 234.
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"OLD RELIABLE"

L

ESTABLISHED
a

O.

0
5
0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.

You are Invited to the Cash Buy
ers' union to attend their immense
sale of Clothing, Hats, Shoes, Under
THREE TIMES MAYOR
wear, Blankets,
Comforts. Outing
Flannels', Crockery, Enamelware, TinOF THE DEATH HOUSE ware, Cutlery, Glassware and Groceries.
Special bargains
during fair
Albert T. Patrick, the lawyer, who week. Cash Buyers' Union Store, 22
is under sentence of death for the North Second street, Win. Dolde
murder of William Marsh Rice, the
Texas
has been reelected ".mayor" of the death-housin
Sing Sing by his four follows In misfortune, says the Chicago Record-Herald- .
CXXXXXXXOCOCXXICOOCXXOOOO
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TO CATARRH

COLBY

interrupted him. His associates were
millionaires' sons.
"The people of my state are disposed to react against political grafting,"
he said, when we hail got down to
business.
"1 have made a three
months' fight for my nomination.
About 70 per cent of the voters participated in the primaries, a number
unheard of before. The people are interested because I have promised
them something. I have declared myself the enemy of the corporation
which controls our legislature, making it grind "in
special grist as
against the be-- t interests of the many.
My fight, has been upon local issues,
and has been especial. y directed
against the Pennsylvania railroad,
which seems to have tried to swallow
the s'ato, and r.gaitist the street car
trust, which has attempted to swallow my district."
That Is the essence of what Colby
said. Though not convincing. It will
probably be enough of a message to
send a throb of fear to the heart of
the oct u pus maker, where no qualm of
doubt or uncertainty has ever before
entered on account of Jersey.
Colby also favors the election of
United States senators by direct vote
This, too, is intended
of the
to be a disconcerting element in the
trust nest.
The young banker has smashed the
republican ring in Essex county and
the eleven Colby assemblymen can
combinp with the twelve assemblymen
from Hudson county and with the
three democrats in the house he can
K)wer, for this body will likely stand
do pretty much what be pleases.
In the senate Colby would have less
seven democrats to fourteen republicans, Colby being one of the iatter.
His whirlwind campaign, however, has
aroused great public sentiment, and it
Is anticipated that state leaders will
adopt a conciliatory policy and may
accpt bis views upon limited fran-rr- .
is:s. He is th dominant force in
New Jersey politics.

BANK

0
0
0

1878

RUTNEY

e
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WHOLESALE GROCER

iiiimnniiiiii rxxTxxxxr

Flour, Grain and Provisions

California

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

e

$25

Second Class Colonist Rates

iiiss,

Mar-que-

NaS'jrai Childbirth.

v

t.-

JBlf

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Sept. 15 to Oct, 31

ALBUQUERUE. N.

RAILROAD AVENUE
H

j

I

$25

Stopovers allowed in California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ,
J. J. BYRNE.
Agent.
G. P. A., Ixis Angeles, Cal.

CEMENT SIDEWALKS

Laughlin Hydraulic Stone Company

WILLING HELPERS

M

AUTOMATIC

H Hiiiiii

What's tlio iirfo of a helper if
ho isu't w illing? Willingness is an ample mantle which will al- moat cover all the sins of serv- U'o.
But a classified advertise- - 4
nicnt in The Evening Citizen Ii a
willing helper that Is not only
al.boultoly 10111 potent, bint ulso is
a willing worker. It works all
tlio time for you. It is the best
and nioft economical publicity iu
the world.

tt

!l!llfMIMfttt.l
MERCHANT

0

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first claeg
material and employ competent workmen, which Justifies us in giv-In- g
you a positive guarantee.
Our prices wi.l compare favoiably
with responsible competition.

XXXXXIXTXXXrXXXIIXXXXXXXXX
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M.

TAILORING

M.

PHONE

711.

eoooootooeooo oooioooooooto
GIRLS

!

GIRLS

!

GIRLS!

I

MIDNIGHT LUNCH
After the show, or after cards; In fact, ?.fter any entertainment,
a host can smile and say: "Let's have a little lunch," boullion,
rarebit, chocolate or any of those delicious dainties that can be
prepared on a gaa rane, without changing your gown. You
can do this If you have a yas range.

See the Gas Man, Fourth and Gold Ave.
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UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. CAM
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shop Is upoer No. 'J i'.t West Railroad avo- nue, where I solicit the patronage of
tlio public. Ail work guaranteed

stairs

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

i

SANTA

first-clas-

as have had fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will uot
lr.Jure the clot u.
Ladies' garments
cleaned and walking skirts made
to unkr. Give me a trial.

FE, N.

M.

1

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

ii!.-,-

O. BAMBINI.

Don't wait fur an explosion
with gas the humane way.

BRO. BOTULPH,

H

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT.

i

'05

PRESIDENT

cook
aatfaat

7

ALKUQUKKQUK

TUESDAY, SEPT. 26, 1905.

EVENING CITIZEN.
:vsjr

PACK XHfttM
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2,000,000 Worth of Building Improvements Since January

1st, 19Q5

Greater Albuquerque The

Queen City of the Southwest. Estimated Population in
191040,000. The same Chance Early Buyers had in Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle, Etc.
)

Beautiful

1SO

Residence Lots in the Eastern Addition Highlands '

50-Fo- ot

Above the City SmokeLevel, and Suitable for Immediate Building Purposes

1QO,

2QO A LOT

15Q,

Down, Balance Payable

1Q

1.QO

per week or

$4.00 per month.

Perfect Abstract of Title With Every Sale
SURETY iNVESTIWEMT COMPANY

W. H. Greer,

Solomon Luna,

Pres.

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

"V.xm.
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bar. els of crude oil and which
are situated within the present shop
yards. This estimate Is being made
for the purpose of bringing the question before the proper ottlclals with
utllcient figures that they may pass
upon the advisability of building the
reservoir.
Relaying River Track.
The Santa Fe Is relaying and rebuilding the river track, which con
nects with the ferry of the Mohave
& Milliown
railway. This has been
necessary because of the great amount
of treignl t rattle which is going into
the San F.anclsco district through
Needles and over the Mohave &
railway. Material for the build-luof the mill at the Vivian property-iexpected to arrive soon, as well as
large shipments of supplies for general distribution throughout the district, and consequently the railroad is
surfacing the piesent track and placing it In good condition, it having
been In bad order since the flood season of this year, a few weeks ago.
Employes' Pass Book.
A little Item which has been going
the rounds of the press in San (Bernardino county gives the information
that over 35.0HO passes were Issued to
employes at Needles. Whoever gave
these figures to the reporter was entirely mistaken. On the Santa Fe
coast lines there Is one series of
passes for tue trips of employes in
These passes are
all departments.
beginning
numbered consecutively,
with No. 1. The pass biwk In use at
Needles and from which the figures
were taken by the reporter or correspondent undoubtedly showed numbers as great as 35,000, but that also
meant that Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Bakersfield, Fresno, Stock
ton, Point Richmond, Winslow and Albuquerque, and probably several other
points, also used passes from those
numbers.
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J. D. EMMONS
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.
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Railroad Topi cs
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Thos. Blest has resigned as boiler-make- r that the experience of roads which
foreman at Alamogordo, and have tried the third man has shown
gone to his old home In Pennsylvania. it to be Impracticable.
m
m
m
All things considered, the conven-toiThe general manager of the conexpressed Itself as opposed to the
struction company for the Santa Fe third man in any capacity, and recTula-rosa
cut-of- f
was at Alamogordo and
ommended as a more feasible solution
recently buying hay.
the shortening of divisions for men
m
m
m
firing the heaviest engines.
A. L. Giims'naw, traveling freight
and passenger agent of the Santa Fe SOME NOTES ABOUT
Central, left the territorial capital for
NEEDLES RAILROADING
Estancia on railroad
business.
appears to be very
Freight
business
m
m
light and consequently the Milroad
XV. I. Stearns has resigned his posiboys are doing considerable kicking
tion with the Mexican Central where about
the lack of work.
lie was car accountant, to accept a
The waiting room in the Santa Fe
place with the El Paso & Southwest- depot
has just been refloored and the
ern.
woodwork, walls and ceiling painted.
Effective September 27, the Santa New benches have been Installed for
Fe makes a rate of $4.50 a ton on low the accommodation of the traveling
grade ore carloads, value not over public
The Harvey house has received a
$25 per ton, from El Paso, (when originating at points in Mexico), to large consignment of furniture to fur
nish the new rooms that they have
Canyon City, Colo.
been fitting up over the dex)t.
T. R. Griffith, an architect from
The Santa Fe surveyors are surveyChief Engineer R. B. Burns' office at Ing for several new sidetracks in the
Los Angeles, was in Needles recently local yards.
inspecting the new public school
building, which was built under his'
direction and subject to his approval. RAILROAD TOPICS
n
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It is reThe Needles Eye says:
ported that the Santa Fe coast lines
will lay 135 miles of new steel this
year between Mojave and Albuquerque. This Is au increase of seventy-fiv- e
miles over the original proposal.
S. J. Aspinwall. who has been Santa
Fe agent at Bagdad for the past few
months, has accepted the position as
city agent for the Salt Lake and San
Bernardino. Mr. Aspinwall is an old
iinn i itriuil fill
rui rno.l man
the Handling of the business at 1 he
county seat. Mr. Aspinwall has traveled much and at one time was a member of the Arizona legislature.

ONE RAILROADER
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AGAIN TRAINS MAY
RACE AGAINST TIME.

Engineer Ira Sparklln ran the distance between Toledo and Elkhart
133.4 miles on the Lake Shore railroad In 119 minutes with a twentieth
century train.
This is the second fastest record
for a loaded train, on an American
road. Engineer Guler running the
same distance in 112 minutes.
After Guler's run. the Lake Shore
management
decided
that races
against time were too hazardous and
prohibited the making up of more
than ten minutes to a division.
FROM NEEDLES
Recently the engineers have been
allowed to use their own discretion
Engineers are here this week mak- In making up time.
ing surveys for the purpose of estiSee the window display of the Rio
mates of the building of 5u,0(o.harrel Grande
Woolen Mills at the Globe
capacity reservoir for oil, situated a tore, then
for those $3.50 walksufficient distance west of the city ing skirts ask
to give It gravity delivery to the
shops and engine supply tanks in the
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
yards. The motive for this is the oetter cook with safe gas.
danger that . lurks alxiut the present
w,
,a "
wh
bo t
k
Stihwrlbe for The Evening Cltlsen
f

HARVEY HOUSE GIRL
BECOMES VERY STRENUOUS
Sunday evening, one id' the cham-

bermaids employed in the Harvey
house, at Needles. C.il.. proceeded to
the fact that new women
an do anything, and got so drunk
had t" lie aire.-,- id and locked
thai
in j.iil.
Nineiy days in the county
jail is the usual dose given under the

TRAM WAY TO BE BUILT ACROSS GRAND CANYON
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depot, San Ber.Mr at the
nardino, l a;., having been appointed
to take the position left vacant by
.). C. O'Connor ,wh
was transferred
to the Si nit lit Mi Pacific office in l.os
l'i.-1'ra-

Angch s,
Mr. W'elio is a new arrival from the
iii-- t,
where l.e held the position of
a ui i.i t r a unod many yea:s.
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PUsnor Boor

FOR SALE Furniture and household
goods of a four-roohouse. Inquire
la what we are doing wtth evary
WANTED A seamstress
1015 North Fourth street.
ply 613 West Copper.
ene who teats Ita dettoloua flaFTjR
furniture,
Handsome
SALE
vor and strengthening quatWaa.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
suitable for residence of four or
There la no warm weather Bevwages. C. A. Hudson.
five rooms. For particulars, call at
erage that can eerripare wtth
WANTED Roomers and uoarders.
The Citizen office.
thla refreahlng drink en a warm
417 West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE nesting stove, gasoline
day.. It la not only plaaaant to
WANTED Experienced dining room
stove, refrigerator, book case ana
taate, but la invigorating and
girl; no other need apply. Columsideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
wholeeome. $3 per case of two
bus hotel.
avenue.
dozen quartet; $2 per caae of
WANTED First class steam fitter.
two aoten pints.
Standard Plumbing and Heating
Co
Company.
&
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
1.AJST
A bunch of keys. The finder Wagons
on
Chattels;
also
Auto.
and
292.
other
Phone
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
Colo. Phone 93
leave at Graham Bros.' saloon and re- SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REceive reward.
CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
WANTED At ouce, a competent girl as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
for general housework. Apply D23 and strictly private.
One Q
Time:
xr
Vtnll
ooo 0
Ppilitnnu
Auto nhone.
, 31 ft.
.
- - - nhnno ,
..u..u,w Inln nknA
Keleher avenue.
WUVSUO, . ...
month to one year given. Goods rerates
your
Our
possession.
general
housetor
Woman
in
main
vva.nild
funmrmt Director mnd
work; no washing or ironing. Ap- are reasonable. Call and see us beq
ply 600 North Fourth street, or tel- fore borrowing.
Black or White Hearse, $3.00.
Building.
Commercial
Club
ephone 548.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
CITY UNDERTAKER.
Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanparts of the world.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
south of viaduct. Send address and
315 West Railroad Ave.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED
Two or three nicely furn-lsheOpen Evenings.
rooms for light house keeping
for man and wife, in private family.
WANTED.
No sick people. Address C. E. M.,
Fair week Is coming. We want all
this office.
WANTED
A reliable,
honest boy", kinds of help positions paying good
VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
about 15 years old, to be useful In salary.
Two waiters, Z good cooks, t worn- store, and will learn him the cigar
i
trade. Address or call on A. M. an for general housework, 2 chamber
maids, 3 men to take care of norses,
Gussaroff, 115 West P.ailroad
swampers,
The best machine la the
taborw
logmen, teamsters,
world. This Is no expericamp work; first-claa-a
era,
etc.,
for
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will blacksmith, Bridgemen, bridge carment, but has been testbuy $1,000 equity In a nine room penters, bridge helpers, 1 first-claa- a
ed and tried, and has
frame house, in the Highlands, lot planer, 1 good yrd man for lumber
200,000 In use.
If you
100x142, east front; shade and fruit camp. Fire'-c'aa- s
man o lane are
) Interested in typewritrees, barn and chicken house. Best of atock In dry gooda store; boy to
ters call or address
street in town; incumbrance $3,000. run errands and learn dry gooda busi
Address P. O. B. 114. city.
ness. Better positions on record now
GEO, S, RAMSEY
than ever offered before.
FOR RENT.
re
We are agents for Camp Birnle
401 W. R. R. Are.
FORREtitoIu
sort. Call for Information.
General Agent for
315 South Third street.
EMPLOY
THE SOUTHWESTERN
New Mexico
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
MENT AGENCY
for light housekeeping. Inquire at Phone 195 Red Upstairs
300 North Broadway.
110 South Second Street
FOR RENT Nice room, everything
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
new and pleasant. 415 North. SecI
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell
fiibsi
ond street.
265-2- .
cooking.
phone
All
home
black
FOR RENT Furnished rooms by the Fresh goods every day.
'
WlE8S,Brandl8s,Et:t
week or month at C24 West Tijeras
avenue.
Can You Eat?
.
,
Prop.
BARNETT,
JOSEPH
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
J. B. Taylor, a prominent merchant
centrally located. Inquire 312 West of Chriesman, Texas, says: "I could
SAMPLE AND
Lead avenue.
not eat because of a weak stomach. I
CLUB
ROOMS
Ratfroaif
West
Arenac
120
lopt
In
ran
down
all strength and
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
money
weight.
was
All that
could do
very deslreable for party of young
done, but all hope of recovery vanmen. 713 West Copper.
Hearing
some
of
wonderful
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms ished.
.7.
In city, single or en suite, with table cures effected by Kodol Dyspepsia
I
try
It. The first
Cure, concluded to
hoard. 713 West Copper.
AND
bottle benefitted me, and after taking
FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, suit- four
SHERMAN-WILLIAMus-PAINT
1
BUILDING PAPER
Always
my
am
I
bottles,
restored to
able for man and wife. 415 North ual strength,
Covers more, looks best, wears
Kohealth."
wealth
and
stock.
preferred.
Lime,
If
Hoard
Plaster,
Cement,
street.
Second
longest, most economical, full
dol Dyspepsia Cure digests what you
m Park eat and cures. Sold by all druggists.
FOR RENT Apartments
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
o
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
H.
Have your floats built and sign work
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19. Grant block.
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
old
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished sign writers in town. Quler'a
fiont rooms for gentlemen; also stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
A. C. IirLICKE.
three rooms furnished for light phone, 52.
JNO. S. MITCHELL.
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Children.
Best
for
West Silver avenue.
CENTRAL LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS.
Mothers, be careful of the health of
REASONABLE PRICES.
SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for your children.
Look nut for coughs,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
liKht housekeeping,
with electric colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer on the beaches
lle'nts. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth them In time One Minute Cough
are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
erford, corner Broadway & Iron Cure Is the best remedy. Harmless
rooms. .Meet your friends there. Information and writing materials
same block Concrecatlonal church and pleasant.
Contains no opiates.
fiee. Ladies and children welcome.
I't ) R R ; N T T io laive store rooms Sold by a '.I drutrglpts.
All Depot cars stop at the H dlenbeck.
Electric excursion and
ware house mi l twelve living rooms,
beach cars pass (lie door.
suitable for hotel poroses, with There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.
TYPEWRITERS,
large yard in rear and all neces
sary oiithou.n's. Everything
new But the K C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
and modern. M:s. I'.rault, corner of excels them all. Then It has a TABULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachIII oadWHy ami Marquette avenue.
0
ment, without extra charge.
Albuquerque
Foundry
Works
Machine
and
FOR SALE.
solicited. N. W. Alger,
FtJTTXLECTltie piano, reasonable; general agent, 124 South Walter St,
0
ft P. HALL, Proprietor
a i y at this office.
Iron and Brass
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Numerous
and
Worthless.
Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Lou FronU for
par
FOR SALE-I.- nl
aii l
Everything is In the name when It
Buildings.
0
lia'iy furnished.
Price, $J7a. 'J'M
comes
to
E.
Witch
Hazel
Do
C.
Salve.
South Second street.
ftopmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpmelalty
& Co., of Chicago, dincovered
Witt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160 some years ago how to make a
salve
0
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orch from Witch Hazel that is a specific
ard, all irrigable; will sell all or for piles. For blind, bleeding, Itching
part. liox 4ti, city.
and protruding piles, eczema, cuts,
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to
burns, bruises and ail skin diseases
our power plant we offer for De Witt's Salve has no equal. This
power,
sale one 8x12,
has given rise to numerous worthless
Buckeye automatic cut counterfeits.
Ask for Do Witt's the
off engine, for $1'50. Can be seen In genuine. Sold by all druggists.
General Building Supplies
operation at our mill. It Is aa ex
A
healthy
man
is a king In his own
cellent machine. The John Becker
riMlit; an iin'iiealtby man is an uncompany, Helen, N- M.
happy slave. Burdock Blood Bitters
Both Phones
Third and Marquette
buiM.-up sound health keeps
you
WANTED.

at once,

Ap- -

Money

Loan

Southwestern Brewery Ice Company
--

A. BORDERS,

Cmb(mr
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UNDERWOOD
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The St. Elmo
NATIVE

C.

wimih

BAIiDRIDGE
CHICAGO LUMBER

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

e

IS NOT

NEEDED ON ENGINE.
annual c.m- ii.rt
Engineers'
M lit urn of the Traveling
association at lietruit. the other day,
there was a report submitted from a
committee upon the much discussed
question of the advisability of placing
a third man on the model n locomotive.
that n ither tinThis report sta'--men nor i'ii' company would be hene-titte- l
on tin- whole tiy having a third
man. The repot t went on to
to the third man, the fad
tht two engineers would he entirely
useless; that firemen are now relieved of the care of the engine after
ariival at the end of the run; that
modi ru engines have automatic ash
pans and tire cleaners; that there is
not room in the cab for the extra
man: that two men. with the sume
duties, is liable to cause friction, and

tie

a

Cent Per Word for Each Insertion:

On

Te Insarc preper clisslf Icatioa ids for this calnnm mist be I the office before I 'clock
p. m. Ads phaacd recehrc tht um careful atteatioa that ia fh-e-a
to ads braagkt la affka.
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Evening Citizen Wants!

;
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MAN
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Jm am

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

J

NEW TICKET AGENT
AT GENERAL STATION
F. Webb will
the new ticket

THIRD

J

wu

'

.

circum.-- t ani'i s.

HSiZSlLilw m-i-

--

IN

ONE THOUSAND.
J. B. Mullen, for six years agent for
the Santa Fe ai San Bernardino, will
hand in his resignation to the company. Last summer he made a good
sized fortune speculating in Redondo
lands, and lie proposes to letire trom
railroading and enjoy bis good lack.

M

Sellers, Mgr.

ULii.w "miJMr

p;

iwm.

D. K. B.

TO.Ouu

furniture are synonymous. While we make
specialty
a
of medium and high grade furniture we also carry
a line of cheap furniture, and are in a position to cater to all
tastes and pocketbooks. We can sell you a cook stove for $7 or
$70; we can sell you a bed for $2.75 or $10; a chair for (iO cents
or $25; a rocker for $1.50 or $30; a dresser for $ or $05; a table
for $1 or $40; a mattress for $1 or $8. Other articles too numerous to mention, but if you will caU around we will take pleasure
In showing you. "GET THE HABIT."

E

Flournoy, Sec.

:

SCREEN DOORS

-

KILL the COUCH

and

r5j.m

T

CURE the LUNC8

WTH

Dr. King's

INTO THE FIRST GRANITE GORGE. GRAND CANYON,
FOOT OF BRIGHT ANGEL TRAIL.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 20. An of tile rock on either side of the gorge
long, will soou and a car opt rated on it.
aerial tram 5oo
rONSUMPTION
Pries
From the top of
plateau
BOo 4J1.00
span the gigantic gorge of the (5 rand one may hee Arizona. California. Ne0UGH8 and
FOR
iOLDS
Free
Trial.
Canyon of the Colorado. In this way va la, I'tah. Colorado and New Mexico.
A company has been iiicuriorated to
touristy will he caniei from Hriiitit
boreal ttnd Uun&eat Cure for bit
Angel trail to the top of Ruckskin build the aerial tramway, the
THROAT and LUNO TEOUB-Ut- l,
which is S.""" teet in height. hers of which are wealthy men of
or MONl BACK.
A cable will be anchored to the wall I'tau and Arizona.
' --THaavaBanaBBMABaBaBaaaaBBBaHB
LOOKING

Nov

u-i- t

l;ui-.ski-

mein-pla'ea-

J

Discovery

well.

No Unpleasant Effects.
If you ever took De Witt's Little
Early Risers for biliousness or constipation you know what pill pleasure Is.

These famous little pills cleanse the
liver and rid the system of all bile
without producing unpleasant effects.
Sold by all druggists.

"Suffered day and night the torment
of itching pile-:- . Not bins helped me
It
until I used Doan'4
Oinumnt.
cured me permanently."
Ilm. Juhn
R. Garntt. Mayor, (lirard, Ala.
o
Citizen aIs bring results.

3"

O
QUICKEL

&.

BOTHE,

O

Proprietors

0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best tlmpoited and Domestic Cigars.

0

Citizen Want Ads Bring'The Best Results

ALHUQUEKOUi:

PACE FOU

THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

THE PEkVLRMTV

Nw

W. T. McCREIGHT

Orleans

Tims-Dmocr-

not understand at all,"
Said Phyllis of Ik r b. an,
"Why he doth stiil make love to me;
al w ays tell him 'No! ' "
"1 do

,

1

To whom a cynic friend replied
(Or was she merely wise.');
"You tell him 'No?' Then in. pirhaps,
The exp .amnion lies!

e

"lie likes the little game,

no doubt.
But likes to play it when
There Is no danger. Try a 'Yes;'
He'd be discouraged then!"

y

A writer of syndicate letters from New York, tsKs
the question as to why the sen.'.neiu of this country so

suddenly and completely changed from Japan to Russia,
after the arrival of S. Witte, and he answers his own
question by saying it was "due to the personality of .he
A better answer Is that no
Russian plenipotentiary."
such change took place In the Bent Intent '. this country.
The change was confined almost exclusively to the correspondents at Portsmouth. The American people had no
opportunity to come Into contact with the personality of
Mr. Witte, and all they learned of it through the press
only convinced them that he was an uncommon biowhard,
while it lessened neither American dislike for his autocratic master nor detestation for that master's heartless
and bloody tyranny. Whether It was the personality or
pennies of Mr. Witte which worked the su Men change
In the correspondents, The Citizen does not car" to

THE, TRULY GREAT
propose

tu erect a monument
people
of Ephraim Bull, of Concord. Years ago.
finding a wild grapevine in the woods, he transplanted it
to his yard. Careful attention resulted in delicious grapes.
The original vine is sti.l growing and Is the father of the
Concord grapes today grown all over the world.
A humble man was Ephraim Bull. Probably nothing
was further from his dreams than immortal fame. He
was not conscious that he possessed the elements of
greatness, but meekly did the little duty that lay next to
lis hand, did It well, enjoyed doing It, got his rich reward in the grapes he grew, and lived and died content.
His comings and goins were attended by no brass bands;
he excited no cheers, and no press agents glowingly depicted him in print. .And yet this Ephraim Bull was one

Massachusetts

to the memory

of the greatest, because one of the most useful, men that
the world has known.
with

him the

noisily-adore-

heroes of

war and statecraft are but glistening tinsel beside the
dull, true gold. The statesman may devote his life to a

54

EDGAR ALLEN POE
AND THE SHORT STORY

patAlthough it Is perhaps a bit of
riotism to call Poe the inventor of the short story, writes
Robert Moras Lovett in The Reader Magazine for August,
"yet surely he first recognized the form as having an independent existence, and as possessing certain advantages which the novel has not, notably that of 'totality.'"
Mr. Lovett distinguishes between the "short story" and
the story that is merely short. The short story proper,
he tells us, begins its true history In recent times, and
may lie regarded as the orlgnal and characteristic literary
form of tho nineteenth century, at least In America,
much as the Addisonian essay and the novel were original and characteristic types of English literature In the
century before.
The vital difference between the true short story
and the tale, says Mr. l.ovett, appears In any study of
American literature in the early years of the nineteenth
gencentury. "In America, as fn England ana in
erally, the cardinal fact to be reckoned with is tho
romantic movement." Mr. Lovett suggests that it
was "the essential romanticism of Poe and Hawthorne"
that resulted in "that complete and organic union between substance and form, that unity and totality of effect which, we have seen, constitute the peculiar art of
the short story. He then proceeds to contrast the influ
ences exercised upon succeeding fiction by those two,
early exponents of the short story. We read:
"Poe had undoubtedly a large Influence on succeeding story writers, American. English and French. His
influence has been the wider because his tales of cleverness really belong to no country or race. As in the case
of Scribe, the international French dramatist, what was
significant in his work, his technique, could be transported anywhere, would pass current among all nations, and
could be counterfeited by any man or industry. Of things
mote difficult of transmission and assimilation of national or local realism, of criticism of life he has nothing. His characters are automata; his stories take place
nowhere or anywhere; he has no ethical outlook. Ho is
thus significant as an international writer more than as
founder of the American school of fiction. That school,
for Its distinctive qualities, looks back to Hawthorne as
After all, however, Hawthorne's
its originator.
greatness Is not a matter of mechanical skill, but of temperament. His quality is to be tested by its elusiveness
under analysis of Imitation. Any man of second rate intelligence can Imitate Poe, but Hawthorne is

OF FAIR ASSOCIATION.

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST

Aztec Fair Under Difficulties.
The famous Jack Slattery refused to stand by his
We had a ball
word and play ball here, as advertised.
game anyhow. Farmington refused to play ball here at
the last second. We went right ahead and got up another
game to take Its place. The railroad fell in line with
Slattery and Farmington and threw us down also but
we had a good attendance, the exhibits were the best
ever got together in San Juan county and all who attended are satisfied with the way Aztec, treated them fair
square that's the reputation we are working for.
Armenian-Americanof Boston at' a public meeting and
called upon the American people to bring pressure to Slattery, Farmington and the railroad, your efforts to do
of true
bear on Russia to f jrce ner to protect her Armenian sub- us up are appreciated, but Aztec has a number success
they forced
jects in the Caucausus from the Kurds and Tartars. They sports who Ignore little obstacles and
good-bye- ,
gentlemen.
claim that Russian civil and military officers are respon- out of failure. Au revoir, but not
sible for the massacres because, they allege, the Russians Aztec Index.
disarmed the Armenians and abetted the assassins. ElseCertainly Model Town.
where in this issue The Citizen republlhes an article
showing the horrors of this Kurd devastation, which parWe have often called attention to the moral force
takes of all the ferocity of a religious war, as the Kurds operative In Farmington. That, with the splendid civic
are Mohammedans and the Armenians are Christians. pride exhibited by a large per cent of her population is
But since the latter are dissenters from the Russian the cause of much of her favorable reputation abroad.
church, and have several times, attempted to regain their But the first has been so wonderfully exemplified in the
political freedom, the despot of all the Rutsias ,;crn:its past few weeks that we think It worthy of general atthese heathen Kurds and Tartars to butcher the Armen- tention.
ians at their pleasure.
In the four years that Farmington has been incorpor
ated there has never been a resident citizen placed under
The Citizen has received a letter from Washington, arrest for violation of law. The service of a town mar
D. C, which says "RoswelL Carlsbad, Santa Ve
and sev- shal has only been paid for a mere fraction of this time,
eral other towns are getting ahead of your town in rural and this made up for special occasions.
free delivery. You are probably entitled to three, if not
In the first three years that the writer was a resifour routes, but if you wait before applying till all the dent of the town he never saw a drunken man on the
smaller tow nB use up the amount set aside for New Mex- streets or a man who showed he was under the Influence
ico, you will have to wait one or two years before get- of alcohol. Farmington Hustler.
ting any s.ice. Each route ought to pay out $1,iiio or
more; and increase the pay of the postmaster several
An Arizona Kid.
hundred dollars." Who will look hito this matter?
We have always been somewhat favorably Impressed
with the idea of joint statehood between New Mexico
Silverton, Colo., has about 1:I,uimi residents, and not
and Arizona, believing that in the future it would make
a pound of food products is grov.ii in the eounty. Theirs one
of the grandest, wealthiest and most progressive
is strictly mining and there is no greater mining section
in the sisterhood of states, and when wv
on earth. Gold, silver, copp. r. lead, zinc and iron. But commonwealths
met one of the Bisbee newsboys in the woods last Sunday
miners
the
and others must be fed, thu. creating a mar- gathering acorns, we interviewed him on
the subject,
ket for farm products. Such .state of case exists largely knowing that a youngster
would express his honest opinin the mining sections and stock ranges of New M, xlco. ion, as he understands it. "No,
was the reply.
No other part of the t'nite.l Stales oilers such induce- "You New Mexicans can't gobble slree!"
us up in a stateliooil
ments to a fanning population.
dea'" and be looked suspiciously at us, as though we
were tampering with bis loyalty or religious principles,
That Governor Otero told u Denver newspap. r re- and walked away. Cloudcroft Silver Lining.
porter that "one-halthe people of New Mexico are
white," is not worthy of the slightest credence, in the
Why Not Consolidate.
first place, the governor would not have so evenly balWhy not consolidate Alamogordo's two Methodist
anced the
and the
people in New Mexico; and In the second place, churches? A litt.e handful of members to each church
he would never have used the term "white" to distinguish who mu.-- t scuffle like fury each year to meet ordinary!
on ligations, and to an outsider and from a business standbetween the native-burand immigrant citizens of this point
this looks like a bad proposition. Some of the memterritory.
bers of each church ate willing to unite and they are the
California shipped un.mm cars of oranges during the best paying members. I.et tbe churches unite. It will
season jut rlo.se, 1. This was equal to lii.ms.iiin) boxes, give us a stronger Metho.li.-- church with tl ability to
and was worth at points of delixery $l'3,'J25,oiiti. Of thitf secure a stronger Methodist preacher, and who cares
whether he is north or south? The war is over and there
$14,5110,11.1(1 went to the .shipper
and $'.t,4:'3,0u0 to the rail- is no
north or sou'h, no cast, no west we arc one comroads and refrigerator lines. No wonder the fruit growers the (i her day petitioned congress to save them from mon herd and a in the same boat and rowing In the
s.iine direct ion eternity.
Alamouor.lo News.
the rapacity of the private or refrigerator car lines.

A numb, r .d' blue
ribbons were
awaide.l b 'lie judges of the agriathe territorial fair
cultural cx!. :':'
to others rim those drawing prizes.
These last awards were made by the
and are in the nature
fair associa
of an honei ille mention. The addias follows:
tional awai ls
Mrs. C. (I' luiii-- . of Albuquerque, rei'
t
lion for her exhibit
ceived a
ie
of fancy n. iv..rk, .nbroidety,
ami Kt.tMish eyelet work.
The exhil it by the pupils of the
Harwood Industrial school, including
fancy good-- , burnt work and cixiking
was awarded ;i blue ribbon. This veiy
Interesting
hibit was under the dl- reel Ion of M - m. a. tarchow,
sisted by M s
Sutherland,
much favorable attenand attrac
tion from iisi ds at the fair.
Mrs. M. liu.ueio received a similar
award for an exhibit consisting of a
center pic., .ml two doilie., which
were much admired.
What should have been one of the
best exhib;:s in the agricultural display was
It
out Lincoln county.
was so long on the road, however, and
so roughly handled en route that it
was In very bad shape when It arrived. Tit. exhibitors, however, are
awarded honorable mention for the
display, which was evidently carefully
prepared for the occasion and very
creditable. It consisted of apples,
pears, onions,
corn, Japanese sunflowers, red and sugar beets, parsnips,
carrots, timothy, millet, pearl millet,
oats, oats in sheaf, seven feet three
Inches in height; second cutting of
oats; red top, "million dollar grass"
and spring wheat.
The exhibit was sent by .1. A.Haley
of Capltan. and was contributed by
O. M. Hughes, Peter Burleson, Teles-forLopez. J. B. Chandler, Clement
Hightower. S. Craig, George Stewart,
Henry Walk, r, J. H. Phillips. W. H.
Fisher, George Prentiss and Mr. Gardner of the I'nited States Matine hospital, at Fort Stanton.
A cotton plant, grown by Venceslado
Gallegos, of Parrales, N. M., was
awarded a blue ribbon.
-

Spanish-descende-

t

The Imrai.go, Colo., Democrat,
Another New Corporation.
what is undeniable whdi it
A new company has been incorporated to deal in mirts that the tame amount or energy, enterprise and management expended on a farm la Colorado neral and coal lands and the products thereof. Tbe incoror New Mexico that Is yielded to one in Iowa, Missouri. porators are II. Vj. Jennison, A. A.
and II. F.
Kansas or Nebraska would bring the man who provides into of New York, it Is tin. i.stoo.l that the company
the vitality four fold more than he gets in tho. states.
will at on.e develop coal mines on the east fork of the
Sugarite and be prepared to ship by the time the S. 1'.,
If the morals of Albuquerque could be left one night R. A: E. railway has its track laid. Raton Reporter.
to take care of themselves, as some have asserted, why
was it necessary on Saturday night to swear In fifty exA Southern California woman put a big Russian- to
tra policemen, to be paid for by the taxpayers or by the flight with her hose her garden hose, not the open work
"floes" from hell's half acre?
article, suys the Sail Bernardino Index.

0
0

thing m

the World a Man Should think of buying is
THElast
Underwear. We sell no Underwear that we can not
guarantee. We have many
excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,

I

, Natural Wool, Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Woo , etc., etc. Underwear at 50c, $1.00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling. It's
the best value in the land for the money. Ask to see
interests
you, and you 11 soon discover that this is the Store for what
Men's Under-

g

wear and Men s Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear Co.

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

THE CELEBRATED

The Happy Housewife

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

--

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KY.

.
,
i4T TTr
ivcbl tsupper Avenue.

cofSn.aMTl

"empress."

.
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WE FILL

MELINI & EAKIN

AT BANQUET

Darby A. Day, New Mexico agent
for the Mutual Life Insurance com-- !
pany of New York, was host yesterday'
ntternoon at a delightful banquet to
the agents of the company, who spent
last week in the city to attend the annual convention of the Mutual Life
agents in New Mexico.
The hnnqii'.t was given at Zetger
cafe. The in. tin was extensive and
very fine and the decorations of the
piivate dining room in which the banquet was given, were very artistic.
After the banquet nt the cafe Mrs.
Day entertained the visiting agents at
the handsome Day residence on West
Railroad avenue, where the evening
was passed with music and playing
cards.
Those who attended were: M. C.
Oamm, of Kolsom; C. C. Whitehall, of
Silver City; S. B. Scott, of Demine;
r
W. C. Cfle, of Las Vegas; R. E.
of Bosweil; C. A. Cartwrlght,
of
Baton; O. C. Watson, of Santa Fe:
C. C. Nuchols, of Alamogordo,
and
Dan Scruggs, Will Ments and Joseph
Baer of Albuquerque.
Most of the visiting gentlemen left
for their homes last night.

PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phone,

q

wvu-r-uuUVUTU-

EJAIN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

0. DINSDALK

STABLE:

Boarding Horses a Specialty
CCOCOCXX'COCOOOCOCOOOCOOCOO

WHERE TO DINE WELL
MEALS AT ALL, HOURS. Quick
time, good service,
at reasonable
prices. The nearest place in Albuquerque 'to Santa Fe depot. Open
day and nlcht. Bar In connection.
T.YW HJVPM n.W ln.l 1IT TTIT'
POINT OYSTERS In any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite de
pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for h.

O

To the ofTicers of the Territorial Fair
association of New Mexico:
We, the undersigned appointed
as
judges of live stock at this, the twenty-f-

By

He says,

us

Judges.
Inspector Removed.
Charles W. Stevenson, of Santa Fe.
has been removed from the office of
Chinese inspector, on the charge of
helping to smuggle across the border
at Buffalo, N. V., four Chinamen, and
testifying falsely In the case before a
I'nlt. .1 States commissioner. This is
tho llr-time in the history of the
Chinese inspection service that such a
ha: i;e litis been substantiated against
an inspector.
Stevenson came to
Santa Fe several months ago from
Buffalo, N. Y., and was directed
to
tiiii!e his headquarters at Santa Fe.
Postoffice Established.
A postoltiee has been established at
Blumner,
Kiit Arriba county, to be
served from Vlllc( lies, live miles to
the south. Jesus Martinez has been
appointed postmaster.

there is a knack
in making it,

again.

His mother u&ed
a Charter Oak.

the Albuquerque Transfer Men

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

cocococoococoocoocoooooo

BORRADA1LE & CO.. TlFcold Ave.

0. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty.
Portieres,
lace curtains,
etc. 509 Hen-drl- x
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

29(5.3.

OCOOOOOCXCOCXXOOCOCXXXX)

Time, Labor
and Money

The territorial fair is comin';
You'll see who keeps things rollln'

then;

All haulin, sprlnklln' will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.
o

The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ess. Ths

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor,

saving of money moans economy. All
these savings can beat b attained by
Installing a

u

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Fresh Cut Flowers.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollar and cents thsy cost no more. In quality they art
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You ars most cordially Invited to examine our new

Two kinds of goods nd
trade; a bargain's a bargain
and moneyback. One makes
friends, and the other loses

Una.

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up
Old stoves taken

'em.

Schilling's

Best

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

THE McSRAIN

at your

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

grocer s.

d

.

Stove or Range
used makes a
difference.

(OAK)'

WELL BAKED.
Well,

HI.

No. 116,8fi6.
0. L. BROOKS, Superintendent of
Live Stock.
W. S. HOPEWELL.
W. S. KULI.ERTON,
H. J. RAM EK.
Win. GARDINER,

But don't forget
the kind of

SO LIGHT AND

Shippin'

19115,

istered Hereford cows.
To Joseph Jennings, of MeCracken,
Kan., fi;st premium for the best registered Hereford bull, namely Acrobat IV.. No. 121,238.
To Joseph Jennings, first premium
for best pen of registered I! ere ford
bull calves.
To Joseph Jennings, first premium
for best pen of registered Hereford
heifer calves.
To Joseph Jennings, first premium
for best pen of registered Galloway
heifers.
To L, F. Johnson, of Wlnefild, Kan.,
second premium for registered Hereford hull, Dick Tut pin. No. 81,521.
To L. F. Johnson, of Wlnfield, Kan.,
second premium for best pen of registered Hereford bull calves.
To Joseph Jennings, third premium
for the registered bull, Sir Shucknall,

4

HIS MOTHER'S BREAD,

once, you'll
Prices right;
there ain't no gougin'.
You have

call

A

o

O

was always
in'

i

ft

J. KORBER & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st SL & Copper Ave.

SANTA FE RESTAURANT

Dray

4

o

CARRIAGES, BUGGIES and
HAR- SPRING WAGONS,
NESS and SADDLES, at
MONEY
SAVING PRICES.
Everybody welcome to look
re- through our three-floo- r
posltory.

HIGHLAND LIVCRy

Movin

Ave.

--

COOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXOOO

LIVE STOCK EXHIBIT

annual exhibit, September

203 W. Railroad

At Consistent Prices

199.

FREIGHTS

award a follows:
To L. F. Wilson, of Wlnfield, Kan-fir- st
premium for best exhibit of reg-

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

Sole Agents.

BLUE RIBBONS FOR

ifth

0

0

MEN

GUESTS

0

M. MANDELL

o

INSURANCE

0

0

1

s

f

0

0

0

Wl-ne-

principle which before his generation passes proves to
be false. The resplendent hero of historic battle may
contrive the killing of thousands to fix upon the necks of
the people of a nation oppression for centuries. But the
humble toiler, at work in his little garden, training a
wild vine to the production of luscious fruit that will
gladden the hearts of the millions for all times to come,
is worth more to the world that them all.
Such men as Ephraim Bull, Luther Burbank and others of that kind deserve to live forever in the hearts of
a grateful posterity.

ai
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MENTION

JUDGES AWARD BLUE RIBBONS
EXHIBITORS. ON
TO VARIOUS
BEHALF

Word romes from Philadelphia lint Dr. Oinlle
the lending surgeon conneeted with Si. Aunes hospimilking a perils of test? and i xperinieiits with
Is
tal,
Scopolamine, a new anaesthetic, wlih li promises io
ether, chloroform and all cither anaesthetics in general use h.v purseoiis all ovor the world. Scopolamine is
a comparatively new dnic, althonuh it has !een Used in
Germany for some time in internal medicines. It is nn
alcaloid and possesses qualities which make it an Ideal
medium for producing general or local anaesthesia. Only
second of a praln is required to produce complete anaesthesia in the whole hody.
At first It was feared that the dniK would not Vie effective enough to stand the test of exceedingly painful
operations, hut at a recent tumor operation, In which IT.
Horwith ised Scopolamine as an anaesthetic, hecause
the patient would not have survived the application of
ether or chloroform, the drug stood the severe test of an
operation with the eU'ctric knife, one of the most painful
operations known to surgery. During the entire operation the patient c.ld not show the slightest twitch, although the white hot knife cut Into his tissues.
One hour after the operation he awoke perfectly
fresh and without the least indication of nausea or any
of the unpleasant after effect which make ether and
chloroform so objectionable In many cases. Since then
Dr. Horwitz has used the wonderful drug in a nmber of
oilier operations and in every case the success v. ;n beyond all expectation, lie will continue the tests for sorie
time before be shall report .lie result of his invest iganone
to the medical profession in geni?rl. The new anaesthetic la dissolved pnd administered lv hypodermic

Compared

HONORABLE

WHILE COURTING

nnlness Manner
llor-witz-

one-thirt-

CF MAN

LUN

T--.

NEW ANAEOTOETHC

CITIZEN.

iCNINO

MANY DISPLAYS RECEIVED

CITIZEN

The Citizen Publishing Company
"
:
:
r
,
IKlshed D.ily and Weekly

W. 8. 8TRICKLER
Prefitdont

FA

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
i
I Lave opened a general repair snop
on South Third street, back of Wal- 5
ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
of the city.
L. H. SHOF.MAKEIt

t

FOR WM. JENKS'
ESMERALDA
HIGH CLASS FRUIT, GREEN LABEL, GO TO A. J. MALOY AND JAFFA GROCERY CO.
THE

OPTIC

ooooooe)oa)ooo
A

Fox No. 3 brand new $100 unre- -

deemed typewriter for sale cheap by

ROSEN FIELD t the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest

WAS

oooaoooocof

Pawn-Brokin-

YOU

MAN

Establishment

g

5

CAN TRUST"
the Southwest.

in

"

WILD FLOWERS OF THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
Mis. W. H. Dartlctt of Los Angeles.
Cab, until lecently of Santa Fe, Is
spi ndtiii; the fall and winter at Las
('riic. where she is revising the
,d her work on the wild flowers of the UocKy Mountains, being assisted by Professor Wooton, of the
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, ai Mesilla Park. Mr. Baitlett
man-iiscti-

transferred from the
land o!f?ce at Los Angeles to
S. land office nt Sin Francisco,
will be Mr. and Mrs. lianlctt's
has

In

.

u

federal
the V
which
future

.

home.

Pee the window display of the U!o
Mills at the Glole
Grande Woolen
store, then ask for those $3.60 walking skirts.
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
gas range.

CANARDLY

MISINFORMED

The Las Vegas Optic is very much
mistaken about Merkle pitching both
the first and second innings for Clifton in Sunday's frost game. Merkle
pitched the first inning and Marquez
was put In in the second. Four runs
were made In tho first Inning and
seven in the second, and the silling of
the game to Las Vegas was not duo
to (bo pitchers being let down, but
the laying down of Chief Myers and
Charlie laniels. Both of these players were rotten, and their conduct after the game would not be becoming
to an Inmate, of the Las Vegas asylum. Assistant Manager Billy Taylor
Vegas would
publicly stated that
never play ball In Albuquerque again.
A gool advertisement
for the Northern New Mexico fair Albuquerque
don't thiuk.

118 RAILROAD

N

AVENUE

O0OOOOOOOO
M.

i

EXT TO ST. ELMO

oa)oooocoooo
& MATTEUCCi

P. LOMMORI

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Hro;ulva.v. Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. AI.BUQUEKUE.N. M.

Dealers In

Groceries, Flour, Hay
Grain and the Best
of Meats

AMBULANCE
For Moving the
Prompt Seilve

O. W.

Sick
Day

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Call at G24 West Tijerad Road.
Injared.

or
or Nig'at

Auto,

IT IS
BREAD

STRONG'S SONS

Colo. Thone, 11.

Automatic,

147

FLOUR.

'j'hone,

109.

EASY

WITH

TO

Old 'iihone, 276.

GOOD
MAKE
CLUB
HOUSC

)
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GOVERNOR M. A.

OTERO

Has Lost Flesh Fighting "Grafters" and Thus
New Mexico as Home of

Ad-vertis-

es

TIIE
JTOU

-

MARKETS
MONEY

-

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Jo.

for embezzlement!

00l

MEr.il

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Grand Jury Returns True Bill
Against Member City
Police Force.

Cloning

quotations Received by Levy
B:os., Correspondents for Ixgan
& Bryan. Harnett Building.

Amalgamated Copper
s:l
American Sugar
Wh
Atchison, common
!0i4
Baltimore & Ohio
lim
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
7l
ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION Canadian
Pacific
1"3'H
4
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Chicago, Great Western, com.... 21
untrue in every detail. Hire is the C. & O
S7U
latest sensation, and it is another Frie, oommon
51114
"knock" against Joint statehood.
82
Erie, first
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 23. (Exclus- Louisville
Nashville
lMt;
Miguel Otero, gover- Missouri Pacific
ive Dispatch.)
1o5-nor of New Mexico, has recently been Metropolitan
125V
warned several times In letters that Mexican Central
23
his assassination is only a question of New York Central
150
a short time and he "bad better pre- Norfolk
So1
pare to die. He take the threats ser- Reading:, common
iously.
The executive mansion at Pennsylvania
143
Santa Fe is almost literally an arse- Rock Island, common
SZM
nal. A bulldog Is on duty each night Rock Island, pfd
7!'
In the governor's bed chamber and Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 23'4
burglar
in
latest
devices
the
alarms Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
90
Bre In operation at every door and Southern Pacific
681,
window.
St. Paul
1X1'
Two elements are at work against Southern Railway
the governor, the remnant of a once Tennessee Coal & Iron
87
powerful outlaw band and a warring Texas Pacific
35i
faction in local politics. The outlaws I'nton Pacific, common
132:S
seek revenge because Governor Ote- I'. S. S., common
38 71
ro's aggressive policy Is doing away F. S. S., pfd
1"44
general.
men
in
with killers and bad
22
Wabash, common
Not only the governor, but his bro- Wabash, pfd
42Vs
ther, the territorial game warden, and Wisconsin Central, common.... 30
every man in any way connected with Wisconsin Central, pfd
W'
the gubernatorial family constantly Western Union
SU1
goes armed.
6 Hi
O. & W
25
WAS VIGOROUSLY
DENOUNCED. Greene Copper
When the business manager of The
Closing Stock Quotations.
Citizen was in New York, in August,
New York, Sept. 20. Closing stock
his attention was called to a sensa- quotations today: Atchison, !0: Atchtional dispatch sent out from Santa ison preferred, 105; New York CenFe and which had reached New York, tral. 150; Pennsylvania. 143; Southbeing pub'tr-heIn the dally papers ern Pacific, f.8; Union Pacific, 132;
of that city under glaring headlines. Union Pacific preferred,
AmalThe article announced "the attempt gamated Copper. 83; United States
to kidnap ; ottng Miguel in the wilds Steel. 38: United States Steel, preof the Pecos comniy." and further ferred, 104.
"that threats l. ad been made upon the
life of the governor by men who had
New York Money Market.
New York, Sept. 2G. Money on call
friends in the penitentiary but whom
the governor na'l refused to pardon." firm, 4f( 412 tier cent; prime mercan- An investigation
proved that the tile paper, 4 '3 (fa per cent. Bar sll
young sen of tiie governor was in no ver, t;ic.
dangitr whatever, and the boy was
Lead and Copper.
riding "over the wilds of the Pecos
New York. Sept. 2li. Lead, quiet,
country." where so many Albuquer4
copper, firm, fltl.oo';.
'.hi;
que peop'e evvy summer go in camp, ?4.srfr
hunt a.id fish, s unconcerned, unmolested ss if hi w?.s tit his home in WATCHMAN TOOK A PUNCH

"Grafters and Boodlers."

From Denver News.
Governor Miguel A. 'Otero, of New
Mexico, after a short stay in Denver,
left iast night for the east to rest. He
has been fighting grafters bo strenuously of late that much of his flesh
anil strength have gone. Where his
objective point Is he would not say. It
Is believed, however, that he will
draw up at one of the Indiana resorts.
During his stay in the city he was
entertained at a luncheon by J. M.
Herbert, vice president and general
manager of the Colorado & Southern
road.
Governor Otero iikes to talk about
the development of New Mexico. The
Industrial strides of the territory,
which he soon expects to become a
state by act of congress, have been
as groat as those of any state In the
Union. There are vast areas of untouched coal fields In the northwestern part of the territory. The Phelps-Dodgpeople, who have a gigantic industry in the territory, have projected
line of road to these new
a
coal fields. The combination owns
the El Paso & Northeastern and a
branch road running north from
for a distance of 100 mlies.
It is known as the Dawson branch. It
Is now the purpose of the syndicate
to build direct west to Aztec. N. M.
Surveys have been made for the extension. From Aztec the line will be
extended on up to Colorado, Durango
being the objective point, where connection will be made with the Denver & Hio Grande railroad. Completed there will be a through line from
El Paso, Texas, to Denver. Surveys
have been made from Aztec to Durango. It is the purpose of the Phelps-Dodg- e
people to enter into competition with the Colorado Fuel and Iron,
Victor Coal and other big corporations
In tiie Colorado field.
Governor Otero believes in developing his territory industrially. He has
encouraged the building of railroads
there and the opening tip of the coal
fields. He declares tiiat millions of
capital has been placed in the territory since his administration began
nine years ago. Single statehood is
his slogan. He says education and
development are the means by which
New Mexico will soon become one of
the sisterhood of states.
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wagner indicted

TERRIBLE STATE OF

ANOTHER SENSATION ABOUT

FAOC

MW

BE

CASE OF

SPITE

Visit Out

Section

Ready-to-We- ar

The Largest and Best
Assortment in the City

WORK

Ofllcer William Wagner, a member
r
of the city police force, was placed
arrest this morning on a warrant
Issued uiion an indictment returned by
the territorial grand Jury now In session, (barging that officer with embezzlement. The w arrant was set veil
by Vndersheriff Fred B. Heyn. Wac-ne- r
at once gave bond in the sum of
a', this term
$11110 for his appearance
un-di-

NEW STYLES IN

Suits - Coats - Skirts
Waists - Furs - Sweaters

fl

il f

of court.
From what can be learned of the
upon which the indictment was
returned, the officer Is far from being
guilty of the serious crime of embez- zlement. It seems to be a case of
LONG COAT SUITS $10.00 to $15.00
spite work on the part of one or two
parties who have it in for the police
force in general.
A very large and well selected stock of assured styles, In
History of the Case.
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
As near as can be learned, the facts
comprising a wide range of colors.
Sonic time ago
In the case are this:
while Oflicer Wagner was on duty, he
bv one
was
Homer
amiroached
Doughitt, of Old Albuquerque, who! 1
had been deputized as a special offTHE NEW COATS $7.50 to $50.00
icer to arrest a man in the red light
district, whom he charged with stealLong and medium length coats, the very newest models, In
ing a revolver from him. Doughitt
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.
had gone to the house where the man
was employed, but he refused to pay
any attention to the special officer.
ikmghitt then hunted up an officer,
SKIRTS-Wal- king
and the first one he found was Wagand Dress Skirts
ner. When shown the warrant, Wagner ngreed to serve it, and together
In greatest variety; skirts from $2.50 to $40. No matter
they went to the house and placed the
what kind or size you want, we can pleaso you.
man under arrest. The proprietress of
the house agreed to go on the man's
bond, and a casb bond of $25 was put
up for his appearance in court the
FURS$5.00 to $150.00 Each
next morning.
That night the man skipped out, and
Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
of course the next day the bond was
pleased to have you call and look over this beautiNI line.
collected. Doughitt took charge of the
money and gave Officer Waener $5 for
serving the warrant for him. Then,
according to Doughltt's story, be paid
Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats In Great Assortthe court's costs before the old town
ments and Variety.
justice for issuing the warrant and
the matter was presumably dropped.
B9KEQBSSSY VSKBBtBKBBBKBI
Hut. according to the indictment returned by the grand Jury, it would
seem that some peison out of spite
work, was seeking to make a case
0
against the officer for embezzlement.
Sunt a Fe.
It is not believed that Wagner will
And, again, it was proven that
AT ALVARADO BELLBOY have any trouble In clearing himself
- aiiiged
. t
Claude Doa'i.j or
0
of the charge when the proper time
desperado, who, it va staled, had it
Collies.
night
Romero
Emilio
Late last
in for the governor, was not within
at the Alvarado.l
a hundred miles of the Pecos coun- night watchman
0
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
try or Santa Fe at the time the sensa- mixed it with one of the bellloys at
with
platform,
on
the station
tional yarn was wired from the terri- - the hotel
the result that the bellboy had him
0
W. V. Switzer, proprietor of the
onai capital.
Accharged
with assault.
are show-In..r the Fall
Knowing these facts a call was arrested
Oak Barber shop, on Railroad avenue,
OTERO FEARS ASSASSIN
Rostory,
bellboy's
cording
to the
made upon Hon. Melville E. Stone,
is mourning the departure
of a
and Winter ...aon, new de
general manager of the Associated mero took offense at a remark he made "shine" who had charge of the
striking
twice
him
Governor of New Mexico Turns Exec- Press, and he believing them to be and assaulted him,
"shino"
depart
The
signs In
utive Mansion Into Arsenal, aa
sensational, had the news corrected in the face.
some time Sunday night for parts
The watchman is a large man, while left
0
in the New York papers- and so inEnemies Threaten Life.
taking
some
small
unknown,
him
with
is small, and not being change
formed the Associated Press agent at the bellboy
over
drawer
in
cash
left
the
hoy
protect
himself,
had
to
the
The above heading is the title to a Denver to accept no more like stories able
and several other articles of
Romero arrested.
He was arraigned night,
special dispatch from El Paso to the without Investigating.
or less value. This is not the
more
hearmorning,
In
court
this
but after
Los Anguion Tiny 'Sedated September
New .Mexico-liaenough "knocks'
first time the barber fllifip has been Offer to supply you with anything In
23, eminating originally from two dis- from "lungers" and others who come ing the evidence the Judge decided touched for small amounts and the our line, at prices tnat are fair and
o
up
they
patch
had
better
their next colored porter may have to fur- square, and we are now making
patches on the alleged "boy kidnap- I out here and receive benefits, and it that
go
to
and
back
work.
differences
ing" sent out by the Santa Fe corre- I does seem strange that her own peo- nish a surety company bond before
spondent during the summer, and
horn and reared here, persist In
he can preside over the shining de0
And also a full line of
which has not been denied or correct- Iple,
quiet on such vital matters. HUNDREDS OP INDIANS
partment of the Switzer shop.
ed by the governor .although he and
vigorous denial and denouncement
Colonel John Borradaile. of the Na
SENT TO BEET FIEL0S tional Guard of New Mexico, went to
the Santa Fe and El Paso sensational
the governor should be forth-- I
correspondents know the facts to be coming.
$9
I.as Vegas this morning to attend a $12 Refrigerators
OUTING AGENT DAGEN ETTE SAYS meeting of the National' Guard asso-- $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves. .. .$6.75
Our prices are the lowest.
0
$6
ot New Mexico, which num $8 China Tea Sets
THERE IS EMPLOYMENT FOR elationamong
25c
HAS HIS BENEFACTOR
numerous conventions 40c China Salad Bowl
hers
the
BROWNS GO TO LAS
EVERY
INDIAN
WHO
WANTS to be held in the Meadow City during
Decorated Haviland China, at 20
SENT TO COUNTY JAIL
TO GO.
0
VEGAS WITH NEW TEAM
the week. Major O. G. Myhre, of Dec cent discount.
25c
Citv. and Lieutenant Colonel F. 75c Glass Berry Setg
Silver
Avgnue
305
Railroad
Charles E. Dnsenetto, outing aent Van Patten, of I.as Cruces, were other) 35c Glass Water Pitchers
JOHN KYLE HAS W. C. TAYLOR
20c
.
I ,1 i r .. . ,.r
i.
.i
Ul tl
..as oflir,.rs of tlu, .New Mexico National
ARRESTED FOR STEALING A NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR ...
Bu,uu,,
Lamps
uecoraiea
BASE
BALL
TOURNAMENT Mis ..anus u... now
supplying l.lFROM HIM OTHmorning's train en $4.50 Decorated Lamps
.$3.25
' dian labor for the sugar beet fields of Guard on this
RULES THROWN ASUNDER.
ER POLICE COURT NEWS.
Regi- $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
Vegas.
route
The
I.as
to
First
In
past
Colorado.
the
week the out40c
hand will "Vanios to Vegas" to- 50c Steam Egg Poacher
AUnit a week ago W. C. Taylor and
The Inconsistency of I.as Vegas ing agent has sent about KM) Indians ment
$10.50
night.
band is to receive $100 ft $12.50 Buggy Harness
John Kyle, both colored, arrived in kicking against the manner in which to the beet fields, and Is still hunt- day andThe
Southwestern Electric & Construction Co,
expenses.
Albuquerque.
Taylor went to work the territorial fair base ball tourna ing for more.
ment
was
proverbial
at Trimble's livery barn, while Kyle
The Indians that have been sent are
conducted is
and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
was less fortunate, and before he strikingly brazen, when one stops to from tne various pueblos in the cen
Electrical Pumping Plants
get
how
published
could
the
rules for tral portion of New Mexico, namely.
work he was picked up by observe
the police as a vagrant. Tylor ap- the northern New Mexico base ball l.aguna. Cochiti. Zia, etc. He is still FOR SALE Horse, saddler or urivct.
Of Every Description
peared in police court the next day tournament, which started at Gallinas gathering Indians from these pueblos
r,2l N'ortli street.
Agents
park
to
begged
Intoday,
young
to
have been thrown asun
for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Colorado. The
and
send
the judge to let Kyle off.
WANTED Young man wants posiThe court did so upon promise that der.
dians Beem very willing to go and it
Dynamos and
tion. Address, X.. Citizen office.
Scarcely one team will enter the is said that they make good workers. FOR RENT Furnished front room; FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
he would go to work.
Motors.
Kyle got a job as porter In Graham tournament with a full list of legiti
At present, there is plenty of work
steam heat and electric light. No.
Store and Residence WirBrothers'
t'il." Fruit avenue.
saloon. Until last night, mate players, if rules are lived up to. for every Indian that wants to work,
ing a Specialty.
All
Vegas
cut-ofonly
is
Las
on
Helen
one,
the
both men were the best of friends and
tne
in the beet fields FOR RENT Large hotel, furnished.
if there
work fully guaranteed.
any,
are
on
eligibility
r.nd
the
together.
of
big
Irrigation
and
some of
the
roomed
Yesterday afterprojects in
Vo.
First street and Iron avenue.
Agents for the celebrated
noon Taylor thought
it was about the players who will wear the blue Arizona.
Inquire at house.
Tea and Coffee Co.
"Gyrofans."
See them
time Kyle was returning the tavors may be questioned. Santa Fe is play
In European Hotel ResUS West Silver Ave.,
he had extended him and he asked Ing a number of outsiders and Albu
taurant.
for a settlement of IS. which he claim- querque will go into the game tomorA Complete Stock
We give tickets for the
an entirely new
ed Kyle owed him. He failed to get row witlf almost
Piano Contest.
Teas. Coffees, extract
a settlement, and went to the house line-up- .
Failing to get any of the territorial
Spices and Baking Powders.
where they were rooming and took a
Member National ElecColt's revolver out of Kyle's fair tournament money, and being enBUTTKR mnd COOt
trical Contractors' Astirely defunct of funds, it looked Satgtip and "hocked" It.
We handle our own brands
sociation.
urday
night
though
as
undoing.
Kyle
was
Taylor's
This
the Browns
of Butter and can guaran216 SOUTH SECOND BT.
had him arrested, charged with petty would not be able to take pait in the
tee the freshness and good
larceny, and the court, after Hearing Meadow City tournament, and it would
quality. All our highest
the evidence this morning, concluded have been a fruitless project for them
grade of goods bear our own
that the colored man had better serve to try to get any of the Las Vegas
label and are guaranteed by
money,
with
jail.
county
v
proved
in
thirty days
the bunch which
He
the
us.
v
,fV
', ,
to be the tailenders In the local tourwas committed.
Colo. Rhone Black 7B
The Colorado Telephone Co.
It is doubtful if the tailG. E. McGuire, hailing from the In- nament.
dian Territoiy, was arrested yesterday enders could have beaten the much
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
charged with stealing some whiskey depleted Santa Fe team, and realizing
from the Angeles bar and also extract- this, the I.as Vegas trip was about to
ing the contents from a grip. belonging be abandoned,
when the expected
Do you realize that you can get
to anutai r employe of the Santa Fe happened. The management of the
modern telephone service today for
From the evidence, it' northern New Mexico fair saw a promrestaurant.
what you aro paying for inferior serappears that McGuire is not a bad ising good base ball tournament going
vice?
man, but was drunk at the time audi glimmering, and influence was brought
S. T. VANN, O. D.
not responsible fur what he did. He to bear to prevent the disaster. ResiEyesight Specialist.
The only long distance transmitters
pleaded not guilty to petty latcenyi dence rules for players in the tournaand leceivers; wall or desk sets; long
President of New Mexico Board of
up.
ment
at
were
abated,
was
both
will
locked
home
and
The
court
and
Optometry.
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
probably give him a short sentence in abroad. Albuquerque wa-- given per-rates.
5
In
optician
established
New
First
mission
to
team
county
anil
enforce
Santa
i:s
the
Jail.
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor Bight,
II. Edwards was taken in last night, Fe was tendered the same privilege.
headache and nervous strain.
charged with attempting to cash a:' Some one dug up tiie money to pay
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Apbonus check for $. He pleaded guilty the Browns' expi nses to I.as Vegas,
pointments
OUR COAL YARD
made at Vann's drug
to being drunk, and said that he had and tbey will go uiub r the auspices
store.
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea
an account in a local bank fur $17, so of (liiiiec Arnot. local manager
for
your heart and warm your how
Kelly & Co.
he could not se how the cluck was Gro-) linen
when Its cold.
will sneered 1'enn on the
Ihil'hs. He was fir.td
Fill your bin torn
next winter now and avoid the rnaJk.
William Dalles. harged with he inn pitching staff, and Quilling and
will
strengthen the field.
drunk and disorderly, was lined
LOOK
0. W. Strong's Sons
f
and tailing to settle with the court,! O'Brien and Quilling are from
American Rlock coal, the best Gailo
team and Hendricksun is from
was given five days on the streets,
mined.
Cerrillos Lump, the standard
STRONG BLOCK.
Colorado. Willie Nehe-- will play first
heating coal. All sixes ot hard eoi
base,
French has be. n dismissed.
TO MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION
Kunz will hold
WOOD
down
second, and
AGENTS.
The Four Track News, the weil-- j Quilling and Randall will garden the
Factory wood, $3.00 full load;
TA
of the diamond. Hendrickson,
known illustrated monthly magazine of outsid-Mill wood, I2.0U full load.
t.. iJI ,.z s.
travi! and iducatiou, is making an Hale and Ortiz will play the outfield,
Eureka White Lime.
and 1'ettus will manipulate the big
especially advantageous offer to
COAL YARD.
HAHN'S
agents, who will find it a mitt. This is a bunch of haid hitters,
Superintendents
pair view
aud
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44
quick siller, afi'oMling very generous and if they don't win, Albuquerque
San
a Barbara Cemeteries.
has the hoodoo on right.
profits. Sen tlto the publisher,
The Browns will go to I.as Vegas
II. DanU'.s, 7 Ea.-- t Forty-seconstreet,
MONUMENTS.
Nca- York, fur a tauiple copy
and tonight and will play Santa Fo tomorBLANK.
H. BftlGGS A. CO,
row, with O'Brien in t tie box. Starr
.'11 N. Second St., Both Phones.
particiila it.
Two pitch-Twho may tnei t in a o her tin
will be pitted against I.as Vegas on
'"!! be a roval
NOTICE.
Thursday. Santa Fe and I.as Vegas diamond duel whin the world's
oil-'we- I, Plunk bad
(';. to
To Whom it ilay Concern:
This is are playing today.
in
th,i
championship series is played, elated
of whirh he
to certify that Mr. Antonio Ortiz has
Willi Ili;l
en
eleven, giving'
severad his (unmet ion with the under
Have your floats built and sign work are Blank, of the Philadelphia Ath- him a
I,. liti
Of
IT
Ami rican cooking; also all Mexi-- '
to
.3J.
signed. All outstanding company hc-- done by Stacy & Co., the only union letics, and "iron Man" McfJinuity, of tin'in.e, .Mii.iinity had oftl- - can dishes a snerialty. t. Short orders.
iums will be collected and paid bv the sign writers in town. Quler's old the New Yurk iitants.
t
I
cia
Both
wu r i tn t s, winr.lng Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
in ihir:
meii
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Firbt St. and Gold Ave.
Doth Phones,
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.,
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado have done
wm k this season, amlitwi
I'leVl- - tl.
i
and
His av- - south of court house.
Successors to Ortiz & Co. phone, 52.
w a
in case they an- pitted against each era-NICK FRANCO.
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Carpets, Rtigs, Mating, Linoleum,
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies1

Special Prices
On the Following
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216 West Railroad Avenue. September,

is he tall as any tree.

That stretches to the sky?
Can he look far beyond the clouds
And see the by and by?
No. no, my lad; he's come out short
Each year's administration:
Nor can he tell who by and by
Will choose for nomination.

1

5

It

H

!l

10
12

R

H

2
3

7

Mr. and Mrs. Huykrs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
I'rom questions that are asked by cus'omers, and reports
which come to me of what is said about THE GLOBE STORE, I

C

am compelled to believe
-

so-call-

and "off styles" were thrown aside

not a piece of shoddy or cheap
stuff has faund a place on THE GLOBE STORE shelves, and this
policy will be adhered to rigidly in the future.

The stock consists

dress goods in all the latest fabrics,
white and colored wash goods, household linens, ladie.--', gentle-men- s'
and children's furnishings, embroideries, laces, ribbons,

8g

matin

No, no, my lad; do not forgftt
Tile things that you have read;
Kor many diplomats have lived
And most of them are dead.

FIREPLACE MOTTOES

OF VARIOUS

KINDS.

has long been an idea of the
homemaker that his rooms should express their meaning in furnishing ami
arrangement.
Latterly be has taken
to putting this meaning into words in
some brief, quaint motto put up somewhere about the room where it will
sneak a fitting sentiment to inmates
her tribe the quick dealing with the and visitors.
guards, and tin- gauging and stabbing
Over the fireplace in Matk Twain's
of the out posts.
Then she crawled home in Connecticut is this inscripinto the midst of tne etticers, stabbing tion:
"The ornament of a home is
the guests who frequent it."
Most of us have read of the man
who bad over bis fircpbice a motto
like this: "I have bad many troubles
in my life and most ol them never
happened."
Then there was the young couple
who put over their living room firet 1
,
place the suggestive hint: "In this
:
room speak ill of no one," which
cheeked many a gariulous tongue.
Another good fireplace motto is
"Sit bete and rest awhile."
Hi re are others that will serve for
hall .library and chimney corner:
"A man's house is his castle."
"Our home is ever at you service."
"F.ast or west, home i best."
"Oh. je fire and beat, lib ss ye te
Lord."
"Our ain fireside."
i
"Old wood to burn, old friends to
i 4
trust, old books to real."
"There is an art In reading."
of
vanished
"The monuments
minds."
One that would do for ei'her library
or nurseiy is: "InMnte riches in little room."
Others fur the nursery are:
Levvy and Her Basketa.
"God rest ye, little children."
at one and then another, with an
"A child in the house is a
imaginary kife, and gloating over the
of pleasure."
dead body of each.
For the music room or that corner
General Heal otfeted Levvy money of the house where music holds sway
for what she had done, but she re- good mottoes are:
fused it. It was not tor that fehe had
"The hidden soul of harmony."
risked her life it was because of uer
"Tne speech of angels."

HOW UNCLE SAM'S SOLDIER BOYS

It

WERE SAVED BY AN INDIAN MAIDEN
In
thei
Kingman. Ariz., Sept.
ol Levvy
the Hualapai trilie
lias lost a heroine and the American
XovernineiM a friend. The Indian curio
work
vvU miss her baski-liuyers t
the finest made by the Hualapai tribe,
which has gladdened the hearts of
Hut the pour old
many collectors.
squaw has gone to the "Happy Hunting Ground."
While General Heal was stationed at
Fort Leal, ne:ir Kingman. Ariz., during the Indian uprising, Levvy, thi n a
jirefy little squaw, came to pell her
She was slim and graceful
ware".
and the young officers made much of
lier. At the time Levvy appeared very
shy and not until long after did they
tisenver her love for a certain dashing young lieutenant.
The ( bit t of the tribe, now known as
"Hualapai Charley." had laid cunning
V'lans for the massaciv of all tlie ofHeal, and
fers and soldiers in FortLevvy
was
aiiout tne same time,
by Charley to lie his third
wite. The pretty little squaw could
for the chief's word Is
iiot disobi-ylaw. Hut idie determined to warn her
lieutenant at Fort Heal of his danger.
some baskets with her to
to taking
avoid suspicion, she stole into the
lort on tier liands ami knees. She
sked for the lieutenant, much to the
nniuseim nt of the other officers, and
1 tie discomfort
of the lieutenant
--

,

Not knowing Knglish

enough

o

make herself understood she acted the

urtiule raid out in nantotnlne. The of
Ificf-r- s
gathered aliout Levvy as she
illustrated the stealthy approach of

M

goods are marked in plain figures, at the
of profits, and those prices will be paid
reduction will be made to anyone, nor
sale is made under a positive guarantee

All

lowest possible percentage
by all who purchase. No
for any quantity.

Every

satisfaction or purchase
money refunded and no questions asked. Misrepresentation by
any clerk is cause for immediate discharge.
In substantiation of the above words, an invitation is extended
t every one to visit THE GLOBE STORE, examine the articles
offered for sale, get prices, and make comparison of values with

all other stores in Albuquerque.

of

0

0

No one is asked to buy, and it

will give us pleasure to show goods.

Yours very tiuly,

Otto
FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Iand
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

L. Rice.

NOTICE

DENVER

of-

25,

1905.

Notice Is .hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intent ion to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the U. S.
court commission at Albuquerque, N.
M., on November 4, lft05., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, townsTiip 8 north,
range 6 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacol.0 Valencia, of Chilili, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilili, N. M. : Alejandro Ronquillo. of Chilili, N. M.; Adam
Don-acian- o

Lopez, of Clilili, N. M.

PLAN-

.

MANUF-- L

&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una fram
6anta Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west. Time aa quick
and ratea aa low aa by other lines.

R. OTERO,

Register.

0

DINING
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS,
On all through

0

tralna.

No tlreaome

delaya at any station.

Two Daily Trains Each Way

matter
For Illustrated advertising
or Information, address or apply ta

VIA

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Paso and Southwestern System
Rock Island System

'J'

nr'

well-sprin-

THE GLOBE STORE business methods:

Now, as to

When you want any mill work done.
We don't keep you waiting. We get
Bargains In saddles and harness at
out your work promptly. Our motto: Keleher's, 406 West Railroad avenue,
"No work, no pay we all work."
o
Subscribe for The Citizen and ge
Subscribe for The Evening Cltiren. the new.

-v

0

exclusive agency; coat shirts, union underwear, and quarter-size- d
collars for gentlemen. Our line of ladies' and gentlemen's neckwear cannot be equalled in the city.

ING MILL

El

0

having been declared such by the St. Louis Exposition experts.
Your special attention is called to the Mentor Underwear for
ladies and children, for which THE GLOBE STORE has the

KEITH'S MAGAZINE.
The October number of Keith's
Magazine on home building, Is full of
Interesting and suggestive articles for
the prospective builder. This Is one
of the choicest numbers issued, the
opening article being "An Entrance,
and Within," fully Illustrated, followed by the publishers' own building expeilence, giving a photo view
of his new home with interiors, hints
for the fall garden, an attractive group
of typical American homes, a chapter
on oriental rugs, a complete house
decorative scheme, and problem No.
fi In series "That Dormer
Problem,"
whleli is skillfully handled by Arthur
C. Clauson, with diagrams of various
styles of dormers.
In addition, are seven designs for
the home builder, with full floor plans
and descriptive matter. These are
followed by the usual departments
decorating and furnishing, household
economics and table chats, etc.
Published by M. L. Keith, Minneapolis, Minu., ll.r.O per year.
THE ALBUQUERQUE

of fine

buttons of all kinds, and other notions entering into such a stock.
In addition, we have the exclusive sale of Diamond Brand Shoes
for ladies, gentlemen and children. These shoes are the best,

Got Off Cheap.
He may well think, he has got off
cheap, who, after having contracted
constipation or Indigestion Is still able
to perfectly restore his health. Nothing will do this but Dr. King's New
Life Pills. A quick, pleasant and certain cure for headache, constipation,
etc., 25c at ail druggists; guaranteed.

GO TO

of

this letter is addressed to you.
THE GLOBE STORE stock is entirely new, absolutely correct
in styles, and of undoubted superiority in quality. In buying
"bargains," "job lots," "short end."
these goods all

him.

But isn't he, of history,
The greatest diplomat?
lxok what he did at Portsmouth pu,
Who else could have done that?

that persons

envious dispositions are
busily engaged in misrepresenting my stock and methods of doing
business. I'or the purpose of silencing such underhand competition,

Grand o; 1,1 is related to ordinary
music about as the work of Millon or
to the simple poetry
Siiakespeai
of intigaziii' s. Its superiority cannot
be questioiM d, luit this makes it very
dltllcult to understand. In addition to
this few t'ci pt the best trained for
eign artist- - are capable of rendering
It satisfactoii.y, so It Is rarely heard
except in lie larger cities.
Kstella fiillette Moulton has made
an extensive study of grand opera unShe has
best masters.
der the
sung the chief soprano roles In nearly
all of the best known operas. Next
Thursday evening she wili sing an
aria from Weber's "Ier Frelschutz"
at the Elks opera bouse. This magIs so filled with rich
nificent
WltAP OF NEWEST DESIGN.
harmonies and action that it often
empire mode in pale mauve b:oadclotn.
fills a popular audience with the greatest enthusiasm, while it never falls
to stir deeply all musicians and lovers
love for the dashing young officer.
That night General Heal, with a few of good music. The whole song thrills
chosen soldiers, marched to the can- with dramatic action.
yon where the Indians were in hiding
"Ramona" Saturday Night
and surprised them in the midst of
The
tremendous hit "Itamoua," a
They
were
war
covered
dance.
their
upon Helen Hunt
founded
drama
paint
to
with
war
foot
from bead
and
novel, "Ramona," of inter
the light from the blazing camp fires Jackson's fame,
with gorgeous scenic
made them oRsy targets for the prac national
a company of splenequipment,
and
difaim
ticed
of the white nun. The
did artists, will appear at Klks' opera
ficulty was settled once for all.
The Hiialapal tribe was shattered. house on Saturday night, September
Although the chief lived and many of 3D. "Ramona" Is a play of rare promhis warriors, their spirit was broken ise. It has all the elements that make
strong dramatic
and they decided that it was wiser to for success. Full ofpower,
and a debe the white mans friend than his climaxes, emotional
licious comedy element that Is Irreenemy.
As one of the wives of the chief, sistible, it cannot fail to satisfy the
The keenest interest
Levvy Tield a position In the tribe most critical.
greatly envied by all the other squaws has been aroused In this romance of
I he chief s two first wives died, so romances and indications are that evLevvy was Charley's only means of ery seat will be sold. Miss Virginia
support, for the chief would not lower Calhoun, the clever and talented
young actress who brings us this maghis dignity by working.
Levvy washed for the white people nificent production, essays the title
Her characterization of "RamoIn the town and made the finest bask roie.
ets of any squaw In her tribe. Her na" Is full of infinite calm and pathos.
one joy in life was her son Johnnie, No detail has been too small to esThe production is satisfywhom she aimed to bring up in more cape he
lighteous ways than those of his ing to a degree, the costumes elaborfather. She had gieat aspirations for ate and the company of superior

One day Levvy was presented with
a cast off Fauntleroy biouse and flam
Ing reil ribbon tie. His mother was
mightily pleased. Johnnie stood be
They say he'll put down grafting, pa, fore her in all his glory, but still his
The
face wore a martyred look.
And settle wages' rates;
blouse and tie were In their right
So Is he not much bigger than
places, but, alas, that was as far as
The wnole United States?
it went. From the waist down John
nie was clothed only in his natural
there,
senate's
my
no,
lad; the
No.
state.
cheap;
congressmen
are
And
That was the beginning of Johnnie's
He's only small potatoes, and
He was sent to the In
civilization.
heap.
any
But few In
dian school at Phoeulx, where he is
now a member of the band, and a
very presentable youth In his gray
uniform.
Hualapai Charley became a brute
poor
Levvy
drink,
from
and
had to bear the burnt of bis ill humor
and abuse. WJiile up In the mountains gathering pine nuts this summer
Levvy caught cold. Not having the
proper care her condition grew worse
and one day Charley came home
crazed by bad whiskey and beat her
to death. Charley went to jail for a
few weeks instead of being trans
into a "Good Indian" by dut;
formed
pa,
I
Then can't understand it,
process
of law, as he deseivcd.
great;
Why men should call him
Whenever Levvy saw a military
It seems to me, the way they talk,
uniform a tender look would come inHe ought to go by freight?
to her eyes and the little droop to
the shoulders that followed was the
Oh, prithee, listen, pretty lad,
only
outward sign she ever gave of
'Tis not beyond thy ken;
which had early
the
heart
He's great and yet the others are come Into tragedy
life
of the pretty Inthe
fetich very little men.
dian maiden.

'j--

H

HOW BIG IS TEDDY
ROOSEVELT, PA?

Then

0
0

vi-r-

No, no, my lad; he's not so stout,
Such stories bear him malice;
He's only big enough to make
Taft chaperon Miss Alice.

1

KS:s--''- y

t

How bis is Teddy Roosevelt, pa.
That men should call him great?
Is Tie as big as Mr. Taft,
A good three hundred weight?

r.

Sift

,

By STAURT MACLEAN

.Store of

ftlk::---''''- S
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MRS. E STELLA GILLETTE MOULTON HERE THURSDAY NIGHT
"RAMONA" SATURDAY NIGHT.

VELVET THE TEXTURE IN THIS FALL FASCINATOR. EVE.NI.NC,
Handsome coat of
Ilcsal grace in fall rowu for formal occasions.
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Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.
WIDE
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Dining
1i

Cars

Santa

.

meals a la carte.
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VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH WITHOU
,
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.

CHANGE.

The shortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacitlc Coast.
GAUNETT KING.

STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt.
V. R.

Gen. Agt.

A
A1

V
A'

0

Fe Central

Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N. M.. with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka A; Sanu Fe railway. At San'a
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and f. eight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Hock Island & Pacitlc railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. It. GRLMSIIAW.
W. H. ANDREWS.
Ass-tto Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK I 'I UERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GR1MSHAW,
J. P. LYNO.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

EL PASO, TEXAS.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS
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two cars on the "rip"
Bwltch engine shunted

SOCIALIST COUNTESS
MAY "CUT" POLITICS
LADY WARWICK TO ABANDON HER ' RED DEVIL" MOTOR CAR
PAIGN AND CEASE ACTIVE OPERATIONS IN LABOR PARTY.

track,

when a

car
another
against the two between which he was
working. He was Riven no warning,
and was horribly crushed about the
hips. llt. was removed to the Hotel
I
'leu, w here he died atout two hours
later.
The remains were shipped to San
Kllzario, accompanied by the father-in-laand the brother-in-laof the
deceased. A wife and little baby survive the husband and father. lie had
been in the service of the railroad but
two weeks, it Is said. He had lived
at Pan Llizatio about four years and
was llti years of age.

CAM-

CIT1Z EN.

BAT LIKE FISH THAT
LEAP HIGH IN AIR

KURDS IN ARMENIA

above, pure
grace, wings
alternately
white below, flashing
black and white as the fishes turned
and swung around, standing nut
against the bauve tint of the bottom
They
with wonderful distinctness.
bore a remarkable resemblance to
bats and were ba's of the sea.
As the dinghy moved nearer I sawthat rare spectacle a huge ray turn
completely over, throwing a somer
sault as It swung around, a picture of
grace, yet never losing Its position
presenting for a few seconds beaut
ful lines attuned to perfect grace
I was fascinated by this singular per
formance, characteristic of these
giant fishes, and might have re
mained inactive had not the dinghy
reached a point when It was appar
ent they must see us.
I permitted
one, two, three to go slowly whirling
on.
then selecting one that was
headed up the lagoon In the direction
of the cul de sac. I hurled the quiver
ing grain poie Into the black shadowJust as it was about to turn.
heard
the quick thud, saw the pole leap
from the socket, heard the Indian
plying his oar to head the dinghy up
the reef, nnd then the very bottom of
the sea seemed to rise Into the air
as the great
creature rose
bodily from the maelstrom of spray,
affording a vision of beating wings
that deluged boat and occupants, then
It fell with a resounding crash, thp
big waves from thp Impact careening
the dinghy, from which the rope was
leaping like a colled adder. Metropolitan Magazine.

THE COUNTESS
London, Sept. 26. Trouble In the
camp of the labor parly lias been precipitated liy the action of Lady Warwick, who, it is claimed, Is about to
abandon her red motor ear campaign
and cease active operation in behalf
of some of the parliamentary candidates on the lalmr ticket.
The beautiful countess had agreed
to support t.ie candidacy of Will
Crooks, M. I'., at IJelfa-t- , but a number of her
have little faith
that she will carry out the contract.
They have counted much on the spectacular effect of her much advertised
tour, especially when it was coni- -

OF WARWICK.
bined with the inliueuce of her beauty
nnd eloquence as a political speaker.

While she still has several defenders,
several pa:ty enthusiasts among the
socialists claim that iier withdrawal
tiom the movement to assist the unemployed when she was asked to
funds, indicates her insincer-

con-t.ibut- e

ity.

l.ady Warwick's Agricultural college

is said to be far trom prosperous at
present and is in danger of becoming
but a memory. This is among the
siwns. taken by those who are familiar
w ith her career, that she may soon retire as a political leader and public

benefactor.

PAPA WADE WEDDING

GOWN AND

COOKED

THE WEDDING

GRUB

FOR THE RESCUE OF

FALLEN WOMEN
G. A. Black and wife, holding com
missions as captains in the Salvation

Army, were In Santa Fe Saturday, so
liciting funds for the Rescue Home at
Los Angeles. This home is for the use
of fallen women whom the army have
reclaimed, and where they are given
the opportunity of learning some trade.
by which they can earn an honest
living. The captains will remain here
until Monday, when they will go to
Las Vegas, and from there go back
to Prescott, Ariz., where they will be
stationed for the winter.
FARMINGTON'S
TRACK

FIRST

LAID ACROSS

TRAIN

INTO TOWN

CO.

&

AMUSEMENTS

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

THIRD STREET

k

i

Advices from the Caucasus showthat tranquility nas not been restored
but that a new element of horror has
existing chaos
been added to the
Hands of Kurds from Asiatic Turkey
and Persia have entered the country
and with the Tartar bands, are doing
tneir norrut will on the Armenians.
These Armenians are Chiistians
nnd are tillers of the soil and dwell
ers In scattered small villages. The
Kurds are Mohammedans who live on
the steppes with their herds. They
have a rude tribal government and acknowledge only the authority of the
sublime porte.
The coming of a Kurdish band
upon
an Armenian village is evil
beyond words. With shouts of "Allah
il Allah." the armed monsters, filthy
beyond description, mounted on small,
but hardy horses,
dash upon their
victims. The little resistance offered
is soon overcome. The stalwart men
are shot or speared to death. The
mothers
who
would defend their
daughters, likewise perish, the young
women ate carried away, the victim
of the robber horde and the boys are
carried into slavery, to be taught to
become Kurds, by and by, to go forth
armed against their kinfolk.
The torch Is applied to the houses
and the horses are driven off with the
human victims, by the light of burning homes. Desolation reigns, and no
life lemains except perhaps, in the
few eluding the slaughter or perchancei
in an old man or woman deemed too
contemptible for the saber.
These Kurds hunt their prey, re
gardless of international lines. They
gather their crop almost at stated In
tervals and allow periods of repose,
that the hunted may accumulate what
Is worth taking,
To name the feeling that liuman
people feel toward these bloody people would be unseemly, but the hope
might be expressed that some affliction might befall them severe enough
to check their murders, but no so
prompt as to deny them time to re
pent.
Five million Christian soldiers are
standing in arms today In Europe,
ready to fly at one another at the whim
of some king or through some unfor- seen quarrel. While thus they watch.
Christian men are being murdered and
Christian women wronged not so far
away on the shores of the Illack and
Caspian seas, by wandering nomads,
the pets of the sultan, crying his war
cry.

N. PEACH

New High Class
Vaudeville

Meat Market
Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
All

a.

at the

A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Smoke the White
JOE

Lily

Casino Tonight

Cigar.

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

12 W. Railroad Avenu.

113

-

PIONEER BAKERY

1

hat-lik-

e

BALLINO, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDINO
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street
Albuquerque.
SIMON

Elks Opera

Estclla Gillette Mcmltcm,
Chicago.
of
Assisted by Mabel

Thos. h. Keloher

G. PRATT

ETC.
Breen, Colorado,

Butter Best
Earth.

BUILD1NO MA- - Hillsboro
U. S. Indian School.

ELKS THEATI.E

f.t

RANKIN

The California romance, dramatized from Helen Hunt Jackson's
novel, (authorized by Little, Brown & Co., and C. H. Jackson owners of copyright). A glorious love tale, set In Idyllic scenic environment. Special music.
PRICES: Evening and Matinee, $1, 75c and 50c.
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday. Sentemher 2R. 9 nVlnoV n m

oooooooooo oooocoocor
GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

CO.

A. E. WALKER,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
IRRIGATION

I'

f

'

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When the Pump and Engine

are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

pj

til

Tw0 Performances,' Matinee
and Night.

RAMONA

on

HAY DEN

Sept. 26th. at 9

Saturday, Sept. 30
The Gifted Young Actress,
an Excellent
VIRGINIA CALHOUN And
Company in

v
September 12, 1905.
SEALED
PROPOSALS.
Free Delivery.
endorsed Orders Solicited.
"PROPOSALS FOR BUILB1NO MA214 South Second Street.
TERIALS. ETC." Hn,l nilitresap,! tr
the undersigned at Breen. Colorado,
x
x
x x x x x x x x X
will be received at tho Indian Sehnnl
until two o'clock p. m., Monday, Oc- W.
toner z, muu, Tor furnishing and delivCONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
ering nt the school, as required during the fiscal vear endlner .Time, thir
tieth, lftiifi, about 396 yards excava
Office and Factory
tion; Khali cu. ft. stone; 23 stone sills;
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
84,000 brick; 94 sacks cement;
780
Albuquerque, N. M.
yards lathing and plaster; 330 yards
painting: about 40.000
lumimr ir
squares tin roofing; 43 windows, Phones. Auto. 108; Colo., Black 2C5.
doors and frames; one lavatory, one X X X X- -J
X X X X X X
closet; one urinal, etc., all as per list
and specifications obtainable at the
&
school. Bidders will state, snoclfienllv
In their bids the price of each article FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
to be offered in their contract.
All
articles so offered will be subject to
Automatic phone 451.
rigid inspection. The right Is reservRoom 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
ed to reject any or all bids or any
part of any bid If deemed for the best
Interest of the service. Each bid must CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
be accompanied by a certified check
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
or draft upon some United States deWholesale and Retail
pository or solvent national bank,
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
payable
made
to the order of the ComJ. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
missioner of Indian Affairs, for at C02 South First Street Both Phones 0
least 5 per cent of the amount of the
proposal, said check or draft to be
forfeited to tho United State tn kko
a bidder receiving a reward shall fall
riRE
io execute promptly a satisfactory
INSURANCE.
contarct In accordnncA with Ma hM- Secretary Mutual Building Associa
otherwise to be returned to the bld- Office at J. C Baldrldge's Lum
ner.
Bids accompanied by cash In tion.
ber yard.
lieu of certified chprk will not ho
sidered. For further Information apTOTI A GRA
ply to Wm. M. Peterson, Superintendent, Breen, Colorado.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Always Successful.
of Imported Wines, Liquors
When Indigestion becomes chronic Fine line
and Cigars. Place your order lor
It Is dangerous. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
this line wltb us.
win cure Indigestion, and all trouble
NORTH THIRD STREET.
resulting therefrom, thus preventing
catarrh of the stomach. Dr.
TRY OUR
of League. W. Va.. says: "To
those suffering from Indigestion or FRESH MEATS AND SAUSAGES
A Specially Fine Line
sour stomach I would say that there
is no better remedy than Kodol
a
UNION
MARKET
Cure. I have prescribed It for
a number of patients with good sucBoth Phone.
cess." Kodol riyspeppia Cure digests 207 W. Gold Avenue
what you eat and makes the stomach
sweet. Sold by all druggists.

A.

Stevens-Himo-

ocoooooooo oooooooooo

CO.

Creamery

FOR

iiiKiAi.s,

Soprano

Seats on sale at Matson'a Book Store, Tuesday,

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

PROPOSALS

September 28th, '05

House-Thur- sday,

BY

PAINTS,. OILS.. VARNISHES. AND
BRUSHES
Falmetto Roof Paint Stops all leaks.
One gallon Dcvoe'a Paint Covers
Three hundred square feet two coats.
Are You Engaged?
Engaged people should remember,
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Etc
that, after marriage, many quarrels 409 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
can be avoided, by keeping their di
gestions in good condition with Elec
Established In 1882
tric Bitters. S. A. Brown, of Bennetts- vine, b. U., says: "For years my wife Fm
&
suffered Intensely from dyspepsia,
complicated with a torpid liver, until Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
she lost tier strength and rigor, and
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
became a mere wreck of her former
boden's Granite Flour.
self. ThPn she tried Electric Bitters,
which helppd her at once, and finally
made her entirely well. She is now
strong and healthy." All druggists sell
and guarantee them, at 50 cents a battle.

MORNING,
LIMITS
TUESDAY
SEPT. 19.
Farmington's first locomotive and
train of cars have come and gone,
.
says the Karmington
At an early hour on Tuesday morning
our people were interested by the
sound of the engines east of the town
and Immediately after breakfast large
numbers of our people began to flocK
to the track to watch the operations
of the' tracklaying
machine.
The
work of track laying was resumed
was
left off Sunday alwiut
where it
half a mile east of town, on Mrs. Rick-ett'land, and was pushed rapidly
fotward, so that by the time the
crowd had began to gather they had
reached the fair grounds.
A small
gap was left unfinished In the grade a
few feet east of the town limit, and
Tils
Undertaking Company
several men and teams were rushing
Pee the window d'onjav of the Rio
this work with all possible speed. They flrande Woolen
Mills at tho 01ole
Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
finished this Just as the machine find store. ten a?k for those $3. B0 walk307 West Railroad A rem.
up
to this point. ing skirts.
its attendants moved
Day or Night
Bath
'Phones.
began
to be examined
Then watches
to mark the exact time of the laying
of the rails across the line into the
town. At exactly 10 o'clock the first
REDUCED PRICES
rail was put in place that reached
On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00;
over into town. Thiee minutes later
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Killings, $1.00
making
was
put
down,
the second one
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
C
a complete track into town. At
&0c.
All guaranteed.
first
car
went over t.ie line and at
the
1(1:15 tho first locomotive, which was
behind the cars loaded with rails,
.
steamed over the line ami into
Times-Hustler-

SEVEN.

bat of fifteen or Automatic 'phone, 533. Office, 20S,
Imagine a
more feet across, with a long, slender
West Gold Avenue.
tail, the fins rising and falling like
wings, with a motion the perfection of

-
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PAPA CHILDS AND THE
Beloit, Wis., Sept. 2ii. This city
sets tlie pace in unique weddings.
Here it is the style for the father
of the biide to buy the wedding gown'
Snd make it and to prepare the wed-- '
ding least.
George Childs carried off the honor1
of performing all the.--e functions perfectly.
Mr. Childs is employed as a coach-- '
man Hud handy man about the prem-- '
ises of K. J. Allan, s. manager of the
Barrett paper nulls. He was a built r;
in an Kngiish home in his youth and
all his lite has practiced the a.-ot
women.
The engagement of his dangh?ei,!
Miss Mary Kl'.a!.. : h Chi!. Is. to Anil iv w Hansoii was nccntly announced.!

BRIDE AND GROOM.
To Mr. Childs. who is skilled with the
needle and is excelled by no woman
in Beloit, fell the task of making the

j

s

wedding dress.
When it was completed it was a
beautiful creation of skv blue silk
trimmed with oriental lace. The bride
wearing this dress, the father who
made it, and the groom, are represented in the accompanying photograph.
Following the wedding ceremony
was an elaborate wedding breakfast,
wnich was prepared by Mr. Childs.
He made the pancakes, the coffee,
and all the numerous little delicacies
which went to make up a delicious!
weii.img
limy-siguests
wcie served and a supp r was given
in the evening f,,p Uiomwho could
not be p.tsent in the morning.

1

typirT

Dyspeptics

i

ROSA NEWS
SEPAI INDIANS IN
TAKEN FROM THE SUN.
BAD CONDITION
Frank Gcrharut. the twelve- ear- n!d
Han;-- , r p. A. Kenton,
of the Grand
son of Ibnry i. rl;a. d'. aeeideiiially
.i,on IS) foie;
reports
hiniM ,t while out hunting.
that on a recent nip to the Sunai In-- ,
in the
of the diati
ilage. in (Varact caii.ioii, he
lad.
f"'ll:
'hem in u i.,o-- t pitiable condl-- '
Mi-- ,! parted for le.g
S i
a
a n on account ,,f tWl, e,-,tl ,o Is
j ; is is
el - A k
it
l.er I.' hi: e
'
'
M II,
'.'r ough
cU,ion.
a:M lot
l'lol.ai.:.- tli.it
.
n
...
.v ruei '. .. i..
i
l ' ' I'V lilil'l
"
.4 I
Which 1.. legleCaMe.
il.lid,, ( tl.eo c
VaS ,p stroy- Prof, ssor Teii:p: :.m reports an in-- i
a gri at deal of tanning land
e:,p iii he ::r.illni. ii' in evty v.
Miij or covered with boul-gradi of onpui.luschool.
Miss
Like Finding Money.
'
' nli hard a hie pi i, pie or the
Beck, in tm- iii- -; Triiti.ir.v. ha.- :nt? health is like finding money
g'-I
i,'
iii
tu
out
this
Teach-eiiwinter
little people in le r room.
so tl:link thris,. who are sick. When
' I tin in wi.l
Tl,, v are
,p,w.. to lint'-i
and pup::- - haw
a eolith, coal, sore throat, or
yn'i ha
r;
adj:.c.
tni;t
on
nt
the
icp-Pmwork an
j, ji.miiii along ' es:i.-- . lo drv
irritation, better act promptly
w iii'. r food,
w hi. h
for
'
l.le.
W .('. Barln-rof Sandy Lev. 1, Va.
'
otlle
I'ia-."
as 1;, like
Pu-am. 'he
ot
tron-!.-- .
II,.
s: "I La i a terrible c!e-sThe
detrib,.
is
w
hoi,.
ill
the
!,.:v..
t.ie S'ltl offii e w hen
y Kiiuil.e and coal dust on
I'!.', r a'
and
thiof
'' it a
kind
k
of app.es
l,:s v.
t:iy ii r us; but. af'er finding r.o relief
r.. materially hurries tiieir ultimate
I'll'
lie l. Ml i ochaid.
Tin y U.e
In ottu r retn'iii s, I was cured by Dr.
t:.
mi
I..!.--1" .i n a s an
long
It
f.
a
want.
fur ConsiirnpKtf.f;'s New I
tint). (' oiit.'h-- and Colds." firea'est sale
CAR
REPAIRER'S
AWFUL
RAILROAD TICKETS.
f ariy cm.th or pins? inedirlne in th
DEATH RFTlA.'CrwrAOc
wnr'el. At h i driL'plsts; r,'l rand fl.m;
': i" S. I'ri. i. j, , ir
r in y
u.i r;n teed. Trial l.i.f.ie free.
Cut Rates.
:'.e Km i,
,:.:.: .,t i;i
Fur re luce 1 rate to an 1 from all
nv,,
.w,,rn
cars
Safir.I.iy.
.le.'its
happi 11, bit' tl e l)e!
points go to Tauisf n a Association
in r
'1
in.ni ie, that ivMilti
ta niii. s K. ep Iir. Tin. ma.- -'
Railroad
Ticket
office.
!iiRailroad
- death al :,t t w
1m, nr.-- later.
'.I I'll- S!. tl llle, SJen,
It
ticket bought, gold and exchanged.
'
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u Kiliii iieuv clil
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Kodol
Dyspepsia

Cure

Ditfests What You Eat
Rests the stomach, rtbvilds th
tissues and give f.rm flesh,

ia.,

Af-r--

I

17,

N. T. Armijo Building.

City rlarhet
John

V.

Abbott, Prep.

11

Bot

Only thm

Meals, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

contains all the digestive juice that are
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
found in a healthy stomach, and in
SALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
tzactly those proportions necessary U
FER STABLES
enable the stomach and d'jetiv organs
and .Mules bought and exto d.gest and assimilate ail food that may HorfC-changed.
be eaten. Kodol is not cn!y a perfect
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
d gestant, but it is a rtcotisVructive, tisSecond street,
Railroad and
sue building temio as we.!. Kodol cure
Copper avenues.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sur Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation cf the Heart and
Constipation.
You w.ll l.o it.
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE

'

j -- ; i

GRIND

OUR

OWN

LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

toll

Uill

limit m

Kor
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liuiils

sttb

tale

f rksr4

ta

Ly

ox

tt--'I

Urug-;lbt-

IIS

try
s.

svt
f

tit

Curries the Vnited States ma'l; only
with a ch.it.e of stock enro.iie,
jiuoil rii;s, L' ia...s an
drivers; leaves
AHiI'luerijiie ev ry Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. in. For particulars, ad-- i
drehs W. L. TrimMe & Co., aeut,
All.uiiueiT.ie, or J. B. BIXJCK, pro- prletor, IVrea, New Mexico.
lino
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l O.DtffiH
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RFRRFR

Gold Ave.
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Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room
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Only a few yards further could be
covered on account of tho grade not
being linished. Mr. Nilligan, the superintendent of const net ion, informed
us that the work of tracklaying would
he resumed
on Friday, (tomorrow),
If you are too fat it ii because your food
Winn it will in completed to the end
turn to fat Instead of muscle strength.
of the line.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
i
A time table w ill bo gi-n
that you eat are not properly d.gestad and
on Sunday and regular
service established thereafter. assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not haTS
The time of arrival and depnnuie of enough
Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
r tiains will
ho announced people have too much Pepsin and no!
later.
enough Pancreatine.
The mad has cveiy indication of
Icing a thiough line. Eighty-pounis being u.--',
and a six'ei n toot
surface on the grade. Yi u will not
a move
h.io to wait long un'il you
made that will mean still more lot
till- - town and 'he t:.ti:e cuimiy.
Farm-ingtot-

SOME SANTA

Wholesale liquor and Cigar Dealers
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone nnd O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft.
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Sehlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone. 19. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Alhurjueruue, New Mexico.
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Farni-ington-
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MEL IN I & EAKIN,

f
Domestic Finish
i

Have You Noticed the

iii

ii

iinr

in

i

We give on our laundry work? Try it and tee how durable it Is
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, while as snow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

"Red Wagons'

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
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T h e CITIZEN JOB Room
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Letter Moad
Envelopes
Mote Hesdm

Programs

Invitations
Catalogues
Blank Books
Receipt Books
In other words
we turn out
0 very thing a

printer knows
how to do

....
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Bt Needles
Nay & Phelan, s'.W'l
Wednesday on V.: rrt'irn homo, and
continued on Kri.lay tn"ni;iig, alter
a short visit w ith !rs s"nSamuel Mien;.. - "t t
a
was
com;..!, v ..f M
a passenger t'. l.h tile eny mis
,,, i
Yenas. Mr.
morning en mi
Knights of
Mi
Is
a
Michaels
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
:s a dele- ;i"
Pythias of M:u
gate to the pi.i:. ., ;.,. t, lie held in
and
tonight
Wednesday; Las Vegas.
Fair
warmer Wednesday.
f l'.i n Myers,
lV
Edward My.
photos and
sends the l.iL r
.lake Oalnsley Is among the
a:;d tlie pic- taking in the Las Vegas views of Colin i. M
Mwar.l Is the
!'V
tu res are very
fair.
iean Cen-ii- t
il
Inspset"!
scaie
f'r
.i
K.
mining
Jones,
M.
the
Dr.
en
Colima on
gineer, was a passenger for Las Vegas tral and recei
are at
i l.,u:i: "( is
II;
business.
this morning.
City of Mexico.
Miss Lena Locbs has gone to Las
.1. F. Shea. m:i!Mi.:- r l'r Fred HarVenas to visit friends during the vey nt
the El T"ar i'O.e, at the
northern New Mexico fair.
Grand Canyon. U in the city, a guest.
Charles Melini, of Melinl & Eakln of ManavM' c'L- :ii iiaiu. of the Alvnra-ilowholesale linuor dealers,
transact
Mr. Shea is en route to Las VeIng business in lb rn.ill'lo today.
gas to visit hi- - t.ti.iSv. and eventually
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Trauer have re will go to Bos "ii I. lore returning to
turn! d from a trip to California, where the canyon.
Mrs. Trailer spent the past summer.
a Chicago moMiss liarbai i K
James Martin, of the St urges club diste, has opi tic dress making parrooms, left Inst night for Las Vegas lors In the mi'linerv store of the O'to attend the northern New Mexico Brien Sisters. Miss Kirk is a member
of the American Ladies' Tailoring asfair.
Eugenio Paea, residing at No. 713 sociation and crimes to Albuquerque
South Fourth street, has returned from equipped with knowledge of the latHelen, wheie lie visited relatives and est In patterns and fashions.
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hart, living at
524 South First street, tomorrow
I. A. Maephersoti, of the morning No.
Journal, was among the Albuquerque will move into their pretty "bunga- r
people who went to Las Vegas this low" residence on the old Rev.
place. The new home is one of
morning.
the city, and the Harts
There will be an Important meet- the nicest In nngratulated
on its deing of the Commercial club tonight have been
and every member Is urged to be sign and uniqueness.
present.
Captain B. IMppe, president of the
Mrs. J. W. I'restel, of North Sec New Mexico Volunteer Firemen's asand street, has r turned from an ex- sociation, left last nieht for Las Vetended sojourn at the various Califor- gas to attend a meeting of the association, whicli will be held in the
nia resorts.
City this week. Captain
Dan O. Grant, who spent last week Meadow
In tlie city taking in the territorial Kuppe will a'o attend a meeting of
Nafair, left yesterday on the limited toi the officers oi the New Mexico durtional Guard, which will be held
Ix)s Angeles, Cal.
ing the northern New Mexico fair.
Miss Jean Hernnrd has returned to
Last night nt the residence of Mr.
her work as primary critic teacher in
the training department of the Mi- and Mrs. F. G. Pratt. 305 South Broadway, Miss Xaveria O. Isherwood and
lwaukee state normal.
E. .1. Fitzpat rick, mail Inspector for Walter Adamson were united In marA. O. Harrison, rector of
the Haltiiuore & Ohio railroad system. riage, Rev. Episcopal
church, officiatJohn's
Haltimore, Is in the city, and will re St.
ing.
Both young people are well
main a few weeks.
known In this city. They will leave
The business meeting announced in a few days
for Arizona to make
pulpit
from the
of the Congregational their future hmne.
church, to be held Wednesday, will be
Contractor Wallace Hesselden; of
postponed one week.
The Holbrook Argus says: Mrs. N. this city, has been awarded the conL. Putnam was a passenger on No. 8 tract for a series of new buildings at
Saturday,
bound for Albuquerque, Zuni. The contract is a very importwnere she intends making her future ant one and when completed the gov-of
ernment school at Zuni will be one
home.
best in the service. The Standard
D. E. MurtVhy, who has had charge the
Plumbing company of this city has
of the Matthews dairy in this city, been awarded
the contract for installlert last night tor Chicago, where he ing the plumbing and heating apparwill enter the Chicago Veteilnary col- atus.
lege.
Wni, Farr, proprietor of the Farr
The Woman's Relief Corps will
street,
hold a camp fire tomorrow evening meat market on South SecondImperial
at 8 o'clock at the residence of Mrs. will leave tonight for the
Mr. Farr is
T. Isherwood, (JO! South Johns' street. valley of California.
the owner of a fine ranch In the valPublic cordially invited.
ley, and he goes out there this time
lion. Solomon Luna will leave to
personally superintend the shipnight for Magdalena, and from there to
ment, of some fat cattle to southern
goes
to
he
his sheep ranches. He will California
and of course a
be absent from the city for several carload or markets
two will be shipped to Alweeks.
buquerque.
W. H. Hahn and wife, who have been
Fred Horn, stationary engineer for
making an extended visit in the east,
returned home last niglit. They vis- Uie Santa Fe at San Marcial, was In
ited their daughter, Mrs. F. E. Nud-In- the city between trains this morning
while en route to Las Vegas, where
at Santa Fe, ontheir way home.
goes as a delegate to the I. O. O. F.
Dr. B. 11. Hriggs, who is a delegate he
which is to be held there.
from the Albuquerque Commercial convention
Mr. Horn was accompanied here by
club to the Good
Roads convention, his daughter, Miss Marie, who will be
which is In session at Las Vegas, was the
guest of her sister, Miss Kather- a passenger for that place this mornine Horn, clerk at Percy Hawley's
ing.
book store, until her father returns
B. A. Sleyster. grand warden of the from the Meadow City.
Independent
Order of Odd Fellows,
Homer Hill, the leading butcher of
left this morning for Las Vegas to attend the annual convention of the Socorro, and w. E. Kelly, a prominent
grand lodge, which convenes there to- attorney of the Gem City, were among
the Socorro people who passed through
morrow.
morning en route to
the city
Sixty-fivround trip tickets to Las Las Vegasthis
to take in the northern
Vegas were sold at the local ticket of- New
Mexico fair. Mr. Hill is inner
fices this morning, and both sections guard
of the grand lodge of Knights
2
No.
to
were
of train
the
crowded
Pythias, and Mr. Kelly is a delegunwall. Thirty tickets were sold of
gate to the grand lodge of the Indeyesterday morning and evening.
pendent Order of Odd Fellows, both
S. D. Amen, inspector of the in of which are In session at the Meadow
ternal revenue office with the treasury City this week.
department at Washington, spent yes
terday In the city on a visit to his PRESENT YOUR FAIR
uncle, United States Marshal C. M.
Foraker, and left last night for Den
ACCOUNTS AT ONCE
ver.
F. D. Carpenter, a ranchman doing
f
business on the Estancla plains, is in
All persons holding bills against
the city, and called at The Citizen of
the New Mexico Fair association
fice.
He is here to purchase ranch
are requested to present them to 4
supplies, and hopes to get through In
Secretary Sellers not later than "4
mortomorrow
to
leave for home
time
Tuesday evening, September 2G, '
ning.
in order that the books of the
A. Mayer, business manager of tne
present fair may be closed at tY
Socorro Chieftain, passed through the
once.
city this morning en rouie to Las Vegas. Mr. Mayer Is a delegate from
the Socorro Knights of Pythias to the
grand lodge, which will meet in the
0
Meadow City this week.
The Needles Eye says: J. II. Case,
of Albuquerque, father of Arthur Case,
a well known butcher In the employ of 0
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Boy's Shoes

ft
Hoys will be Imivs, ami it Is a probWc have tli( foot-wa- r
lem to shoe
thiit
stands t lie racket with
pien'y of comfort- - thrown In. Made of
tin-in-

w

.

leather, with good, stout
soles; built on lasts that are natural,
neat and trim. If you can't come
yourself, send your boy to us. We will
fit him properly.
wcnr-d-

Tying

i

to

9

$1.25to$l.65

12

i to

12',

2'

to

2

2

$1.40 to $2.00

5i 2

$1.65 to $2.25
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BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. F.
Trotter's grocery Is thorough assurance that you are starting the day
right. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

I

F.

r.

TROTTER

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

ooooo6oooooco

LOVE
THRIVES IX COMFORT

Jl

HER A

1JU1"

GAS RANGE
See tbe Gas Man - Fourth and Gold Avenue

Finish off Fail
'House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Mllllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find it most
inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

WERQUE
lluv

'Tjfci'

Co!

LUMBER

First Street and Marquette

!K)5.

EL PASO BROWNS
ARE NOT KICKERS

.

Hecker-Hlaekwe-

PKKSOXA

314 WESTRAILROADAVE."itr

TUESDAY, SEPT. 26,

:

.

For-riste-

RETURN HOME WITH CHEERFULNESS OF HEART AND WELL SATISFIED WITH FAIR TOURNAMENT.

Regarding the territorial fair base
return home
the El Paso
Herald says:
The El Paso Browns, winners of
third money In the base ball Kiurna-men- t
nt Albuquerque, returned home
this morning, and all speak In complimentary terms of entertainment
given them by the people of
Manager Buckner says that all his
boys played good ball and behaved
themselves with credit to El Paso
We are proud that we defeated
Vegas, the winner of first place, Our's
was the only team to defeat the Las
Vegas bunch," he says.
Regarding Friday's game with Trinidad, anager Buckner says: ''It was
not Wldman's fault that we lost the
game. Iiring first went Into the box
and Wiilman only went in to relieve
him for a while, Keating taking "his
place later. It was not Wldman's turn
in the box that day."
The El Paso boys believe that Las
Vegas and Clifton had an arrangement to split the purse after tielng
for first place, and think this Is what
accounts for such a poor game yesterday between the two. The game
was so bad that the management of
the fair association returned the spectators their money.
The El Pasoans report that "Big
Chief" Myers of the Clifton team, formerly of El Paso, has been signed
with Dartmouth college, and left for
fhere with Glaze, the Trinidad pitcher.
This college gives a scholarship each
year to some Indian who can play
foot ball or base ball, and the big
chief gels it this year.

ball tournament and tlie
of the El Paso Browns,

m
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Cheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's
reka lime. Safe and effective.

In liandsome, new

patterns, light

weight and particularly adaptAbsolutely guaranteed water proof.

ed to early fall showers.

lO to
SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue C'othler

Eu-

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

g

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

II

First Street

J 40M03

II

North Ffrrt Strrrt

e

Furniture
Bargains.

Wj are now open for business, with
a lew and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler buUdlng.
IRVAN

CARRIAGE

&

HAYGOOO.

TRIMMING AND

"

iiliiife
Cor.

First Street and Tijeraa

Road

Harness, Spring Wagona Built to
Order.
HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

00000Ot0Ot00

CO.

DIAMONDS
JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

LEADING

aapeaany.

ETC.
JEWELER

"Hlack Cat" stockings for
women are splendid values. Compare
them with the grade you have been
getting somewheie else, and we are
sure you will find it to your advantage
to give them a trial. All black, or
with white feet, plain or ribbed. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.
Our

2Tc

0

THERE IS MONEY
In taking subscribtlons to The

Four
Track News, the. great illustrated
monthly magazine of travel and education. A quick seller. Very liberal
terms. Large profits. Agents wanted everywhere. White George H.Daniels, Publisher. 7 East Forty-seconstreet, New York, for full particulars.
d

Whitewash your chicken house with
Hahn's Eureka "white lime,

Proprietors

HARDWARE

VIIOM:SAL,K

Now is the Time
John
To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick Meal,
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and Gr :ut Western Heaters. Tlie most complete lino in tlie city,

QL'ICK
QUICK

CO.

M.

GUSSAROFFJMSil

0
-

wm.

Mcintosh.

.U1CTAIL

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
stroke.
different sizes and styles to Select from. - Try a Wlsse.

We cany many

MEAL RANGES.

quick Mr AL

mm

Jug
UICK

v
0

IxrM.

QUICK

MtAL

OUISK

MfAL

0

X- .-

v.

WASHBURN CO.

&

107 South Setond St.

MtAl

.

122 South
Second Street E. L.

ooooocooco oooooooooo j
IIS Wtst Railroad Ave.

J. POST

EJ.

HOT P.LAST HEATERS.

in the city.
Nobby Blouse Suits,
$3.00 to $6.50
Durable School Suits,
2.50 to 5.50
Young Mens Suits, $7.50, $10, $12 and $15
Two pairs of Pants with $4.50 School Suits.

3

0

BOY'
The largest stock to select from ever shown

TO SMOKE

poor cigars when good ones are
obtainable at the same price is
a crime. At every price from 5
CIGARS
cents up
can be purchased here. This
stock is made up of goods that
will certainly please. There's
something for every man according to his taste Imported,
Key West and Domestic Cigars
of excellent quality.
Try the High Life and Little
They're low
Sultana cigar.
priced, but they're good.

r

j,g

AT LOWEST PRICES.

C lottJhi

ooooooooo

otooiotoeoooo
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t Order Lunch
Room in thcCity. Fine Coffee

("HAS. F. MYERS.

Whea borght right are a good investment. Our prices are right. We invite
you to cail and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

MERCHANTS

119 West
Gold Avenue

VUICK

No. 215

-

MEAL

West Railroad Avenue

Agent
-

'

k .

:

--

'i

At

J

h

for

Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition. Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebuker Buggies and Wagons. Eclipse
Wine Mills. STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

